January 2010

Dear Neil,
Fans from all over the world are ecstatic about the release of Hot August Night/NYC. So much
so that the message board on our website, www.iaisnd.com, was swamped with post after post
wanting to talk about and thank you for the DVD. Because of the excitement about the release
we created a link titled "DVD Thanks" with the purpose of allowing fans to post their feelings
and thank yous to you for releasing this long awaited DVD.
There were hundreds of fans who expressed their appreciation to you and so we wanted to
present all of those heartfelt messages to you in a book form so you can read them at your
convenience.
For all of us this DVD is a treasure, something that we will be able to enjoy forever. So again,
we want to thank you for giving us this gift.
Love,
Members of the www.iaisnd.com community
Jean Scigliano
Eydie Ruth
Iris Gerhardt
Co-Administrators of www.iaisnd.com
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Thank you so much
by Lois
Dear Neil - thank you so much for putting out this treasure of a concert - it made it all more special for
me as i was at all 4 of those MSG concerts - you and the band ROCK!!! - thank you from the bottom of
my heart for this special treat
Lois Labendz
Hi Neil,
by Hrtlite
Just watched the DVD and it is awesome. It is almost like being at the show all over again. It is so good
to be able to relive all the special moments of the tour. I feel like you and the band are all my friends. I
think you are the best that is, the best that was and the best there ever will be. Mary Cox
forgot to say thank you,
by Hrtlite
But you know I mean it.
diamondindallas
by diamondinplano
I want to thank you for sharing your trip thur your old neighborhood. And I thought my apt in Flushing
was small you win hands down.
I have been to many concerts but I truly love this DVD. I usually get seats in the nose bleed sections.
But with this DVD I am up in the front row. Love the remake of SC. The world is blessed to have you. A
grateful fan Debbie
Fantastic! I hope you continue to do more of these, Neil.
by Cliff
I've waited many many years for this DVD to come to be. I've attended all your concerts in Atlanta since
1977 and always wished we had a recording of a show. Maybe one day we'll see a Hot Atlanta Night.
Best wishes, Cliff Jernigan
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thank you neil you're the greatest!
by PATRICK
and if you do not know this by now, there is something wrong with you :-) in a very kind way of speaking,
i wish i could donate my portrait of you to you but i lack the means to do so (contacts, delivery cost etc i
am still a poor depressive painter who tries to do good, and thanks to you i smile once in a while and i
cry once in a while of joy because of the beauty and strength you demonstrate on yr dvd thanks again
patrick belgium
HAN, NYC 2008
by Andrea/G
I got mesmerized at MSG in Oct. 2001, and once again I find myself embraced by your tunes, created all
in an effort to amaze your fans.
Thanks with admiration for your work.
(andrea/germany)
What a beautiful treasure, Neil!
by Karen I
After seeing you in person all these many years and now able to see you anytime I want, is just a delight. Thank you so much for letting us into your life of song. The best "feel of Neil" yet!!!
Great Job!
by jimc
Thanks for Hot august Night NYC-what a great job! See ya next time-jimc
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Gracias, Grazie, Thank YOU!
by friarbolts
Neil,
Your release of the HAN/NYC brings back cherished memories, when my wife and I traveled from Arizona to MSG to see you in August 2008. Seeing this concert again on DVD, brings back those memories as if it was yesterday. Our trip to NYC was fabulous and we also partook of Carnegie Deli, great
atmosphere. Please give our congrats to everyone involved with this production. The packaging of the
DVD is fabulous. Well done and I wish the band and you would tour this year. Share your talents with
other newcomers and long-time fans. Thanks for bringing happiness to all of us that have attend your
concerts. Wishing you many more years of success.
Neil, much appreciation to you and the band!
by Jhutch52
Neil,
As a person who has appreciated your music, and your talent for many, many years, thank you so much
for this priceless memory of the DVD. I celebrated my birthday at the Arizona concert, and brought my
daughter for the 1st time! To have a full-length concert ( and feel like I am truly "down-front") is something that I will always keep and treasure in my collection. May God bless you Neil, your family, and your
bandmates. My hope is that the coming years bring artistic fulfillment for you on all levels, and a continued knowledge that there are many, many people out there that care for you and wish you the best!
Blessings,
Judy Carrier,
Chandler, Az.
The best souvenir
by gator60605
Although we each have memories specific to the shows we were fortunate enough to see in our respective cities, the HAN NYC DVD just pulls it all together so that we as fans can relive the exitement of your
spectacular tour.
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Thank you Neil!
Michele Thompson, Chicago
Fantastic............
by athomedad
Watching the concert on the dvd is just great. It brings back the memory of Jan. 8th like it was yesterday. Thank-you very much Mr. Diamond.
Diamond=ICON!
by Ketterer75
Neil,
I grew up with your music. I was born into a family of Diamondheads. I even fought kids in the schoolyard over who's musical hero was cooler. As I grew older, I began bringing more attention to your music
by hyping you to any friend I made, girl I dated or crowd I performed in front of.
Hot August Night/NYC proves what I've been telling people since I was able to talk...Neil Diamond
Rocks!!! The DVD is fantastic! It captures the essense of your live performance, the energy of the interaction between the band, the music and the fans and it really delivers the aura of a Neil Diamond show
that has impressed the hell out of me since my first Neil concert at the age of six.
Your concerts have been some of the biggest experiences of my life. They have molded my life and encouraged me to seek out my own life as a performer. I finally have a full DVD where I can turn to when I
need to be "educated" on how a legend works a crowd and puts on a show. This DVD will prove to the
world what we fans already knew...you spell Neil Diamond I-C-O-N!
See you on the road! Keep rocking the world!!
Steve Ketterer, www.SteveKetterer.com
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Thank You Neil!!!
by SolitaryMan81
Dear Neil,
Since I was only able to attend one show of the 2008 tour I'm very appreciative of a FULL concert on
DVD.
Love and THANK YOU,
Michael Smith
Thanks Sooo Much. Great Job!!
by Su
Thank you Neil
by bonnie
Thank you for your special gift you gave us. It was great to see you again! sincerely Bonnie
Thank you!!
by Greg Louderman
Thank you very much giving us the whole concert. I got to see you in Chicago and I have always wanted
to relive that night and now I can. Thank you for all the memories over the years and the memories to
come.
PA GENERATIONS THANK YOU
by Bernice
Thanks Neil....Four out of the five generations of Neil Diamond Fans sat together in the North Press Box
and enjoyed our Hot August Night, and now a year later on yet another Hot August Night we can do the
same. We truly love it and you. The quality is wonderful and all the hard work that went into it is so very
appreciated. God Bless..we love you - Bernice williams
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HOT AUGUST NIGHT -NYC
by ROBERT
THANKS NEIL FOR RELEASING THIS DVD OF YOUR SHOW IN NYC. I HAVE SEEN YOUR SHOW
MANY TIMES SINCE 1976 AND HAVE ALWAYS WANTED TO SEE YOU DO CRUNCHY GRANOLA
SUITE AND DONE TOO SOON LIKE THEY WERE DONE ON HOT AUGUST NIGHT IN 1972. I KNEW
SOMEDAY YOU WOULD RELEASE A DVD OF YOUR 2-HOUR SHOW AND IT WOULD BE A
CLASSIC. FOR ALL YOUR FANS LIKE ME THAT HAVE WANTED A HOT AUGUST NIGHT VIDEO
YOU CERTAINLY HAVE CREATED A CLASSIC 36 YEARS LATER.
I WISH YOU GOOD HEALTH AND LOOK FORWARD TO YOUR FUTURE MUSICAL PROJECTS.
THANKS SO MUCH,
BOBBY TROTTER
MCCRORY,AR
Neil's new DVD
by Chicago's Diamondgirl
Thanks Neil, It's like being there all over again!! Chicago's Diamondgirl
Thank you Neil
by nancy d
Thank you Neil for doing another concert DVD.I just about wore my stages concert DVD out!!!! Its so
great! Just like the 3 shows I saw in 2008. You are fantastic
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Thank You so very much, Neil
by Lillian
Thank you so very much for giving us such a wonderful concert DVD which will remind us of a terrific
2008 concert tour. A DVD has been longed for such a long time and you gave us just what we wanted.
Thanks again.
Mr. Diamond, you have to read this...
by Iamthelion
The DVD release is EXACTLY like being there...minus the traffic, the expensive parking, the expensive
drinks, the parking lot gridlock after the show...other than that it is EXACTLY like being there. If your intent was to capture the magic of your live show, MISSION ACCOMPLISHED! Thank you again for giving
the fans what we want, time and time again. I hope these "thanks" help you realize the joy you provide
all of us, and I hope that it gives you a bit of joy back that is so well deserved. Thanks again, DIAMOND
IS FOREVER
Thank You Neil!!!
by garaepps
Thank you so very much for doing this DVD. not going to watch it until after the T.V.special, but i know
its going to be great. Thank you again!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Merci beaucoup!
by Julie L.
Neil - You made my summer! Hot August Night NYC is wonderful. It's great to watch and relive last
year's fabulous tour. A live concert DVD is something we've all been awaiting for a long, long time.
Bravo and thanks!
Love you!
Julie Lupo
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Neil, you are the best!!
by CherylLee
It sure is easy being a fan of yours because you always seem to be thinking of us. A TV Special and a
DVD? What more could we ask for when you aren't touring? And the DVD is just like being at one of
your concerts. Thank you so much for being so generous and thoughtful and wonderful. I miss seeing
you in concert but I am so grateful to have this DVD that I can keep forever. G-D bless you!!
THE PLEASURES OF LIFE
by cstrahs
THANKS NEIL FOR THE WONDERFUL LITTLE PLEASURE IN LIFE........50 YRS WORTH...
I LOVE YOU!
Totally Awesome!
by Lisa Lisa
Dear Neil - Watching this wonderful DVD is almost as good as being at one your concerts...almost!!!
Thanks for this wonderful gift, its really great.
Lisa Vincenzo
Neil,
by andamar32000
Thank you Neil for the good MEMORIES I was at 3 of your concerts in 2008 and when I watch Hot August Night /NYC it felt like I was there singing and jumping just like at the concerts .And Neil like it's written on your teddy bear it's true "NEIL DIAMOND ROCKS".Hope I see more of your concerts soon.With
love and appreciation . One of many fans From Ottawa Ont Canada .Reina Letourneau
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"Pretty Amazing" to say the least!
by Documentorian
Mr. Diamond,
After 59 concerts, all of your live videos and many CD's, what truly amazes me are two things really.
One - (and I mean this sincerely) you're still going stronger than ever after 40 plus year i the biz - most
probably would've retired or gone by the wayside or something. Two - I don't know what the reason but
your voice sounds better now than it did 10-15 years ago. Not that it ever sounded bad mind you. But
realistically, lots of folks' voices aren't "quite up to par" as they / we get older. In this new DVD, you're
singing more on the mark and with great enunciation, projection and strength than I would've thought
possible! You go, sir!!! :)
HAN / NYC is now my favorite of all of yours. Again, they are / were all great! But the production, style,
audio quality - EVERYTHING in this one (in my humble opinion) just surpasses all the others. The techs
got it right as did the band and all other concerned. The vocalist did OK, too. LOLOL - KIDDING! You
were so right on with this one!!
Thank you immensely and congrats on such a great project!
Mike Thomas
God bless Neil Diamond!! Can't get enough Neil!!
by Suzanne62
Thank You Neil
by Jolene
I loved it! I danced,I sang, it was almost like being there! I will get to enjoy it over and over. Thank You
so much for giving us this wonderful DVD.
Jolene
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Many thanks Neil
by Julie39
I am so thankful that you decided to make a DVD of your concert in NYC. I was at the opening concert in
St. Paul and now I can relive it over and over.
Thank you so much, Neil
by Karin T from Germany
... for your wonderful Gift of Song which I am privileged to enjoy since 1971. Your new DVD release is
more than appreciated! Love from Karin
Thank you so much Neil
by anouk
How can I express my appreciation for all that you have given to us all over the years! Like you would
say (sing)" No Words!" There has been already so many words said to you in so many ways!
You are the soundtrack of my life and I thank you for it!It enriched my world in many ways! THANK YOU
NEIL! with all my love!
Thanks Neil, for sharing your music with
by HAN72
us in this format. Now all of my friends can see and hear what I am talking about! HotAugustNight72--I
was 16 when HAN came out. I was born on a HOT AUGUST NIGHT and damn proud of it!! Way to go
Neil!!!
Take care and God bless you!! HAN72
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PS--Sorry I forgot to mention thanks to all
by HAN72
who worked on this project in anyway. The Dvd and CD are truly remarkabale, fun and rockin' like we
Diamondheads all know it would be!!! Hope to see you on your next go around in the SE part of America! HAN72
THANKS..IT'S LIKE BEING THERE AGAIN!!
by Chicago's Diamondgirl
Neil, can't wait for DVD
by kiepie
Can't wait to get the DVD,let's hope it will be soon come's out in The Netherlands.
Greetings
René van Zundert
A Heart Felt Thanks
by weesetx
Thank you for all the wonderful music you have given the world. I can now re-live the concert I saw in
Houston. It was a fantastic concert. Will there be a DVD of Music Cares? Also, a THANK YOU for all you
did for the victims of IKE. Louise
the best of times
by annsara43
Your songs have carried 35 yrs, of the best of times, fun, excitment, just want to extend a thank you,
God Speed. Cracklin Rosie is still mine, ASR
THANK YOU SO VERY MUCH
by JoyB2U
Thank you so very much for Hot August Night - NYC!! It was a great show and I'm grateful that you had
it put on DVD for us! This is something you already know, but you have the best band and a great
team...please know that the long hours of hard work are appreciated,and that you are loved. Thank you
for EVERYTHING!
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Fantastic! Thanks to the Greatest!
by jitiv
Haven't received my Dvd yet but I know it will be awesome and bring back great memories! It would be
nice to have Dvd of Woburn Abbey concert too. Many thanks to the greatest of them all!
J.V.(Manchester, England)
Thanks so much
by djd626
Thanks for making this dvd, now I can watch it and feel like I'm there.
By Debbie D.
Thank you for this great experience
by Brooklyn Rose
We saw your show in Philadelphia (on a Hot August Night 8/9/08) We thought it was wonderful. This
DVD is a treasure we'll keep forever (along with our copies of the original "Hot August Night".)
Thank you,
Brooklyn Rose
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FANTASTIC!!
by Wen
Dear Neil,
What a Fantastic DVD!! One song greater than the next! Hell Yeah, giving me chills! Your voice, strong
and moving! I was lucky enough to see you at Mohegan Sun and in Worcester. Your fans are so happy
to have this DVD to relive such a special show! Your talent, your music, is beyond compare. I look forward to your special on tv tonight! You're the Best!
Thank you! Thank you!!
Be well! Be happy!!
Love,
Wendy Danielian
You are absoluletly AWESOME!!!
by Robinndfan
I want to THANK-YOU so much for having a DVD out to us fans!! We really LOVE YOU NEIL!! You are
AWESOME and you're concerts are incredible for a man you're age to be A GREAT ENTERTAINER on
stage!! I just wished I got to meet you, but I will ENJOY this dvd as soon as I get it and I will surely let
you know how much I LOVE IT because I know I will. Always and FOREVER a fan!:-} Keep up you're
great work.
Neil, you're a real gem
by jlsnd
Neil
I love you so much and you have showed your love for us by making your concert available. I still have
the memories from last year's Philly, DC, Pittsburgh, and Charlottesville and now I can renew these
memories any time I want with HOT AUGUST NIGHT/NYC DVD. I hope this doesn't mean you won't
visit us again, because you LIVE can't be beat!
Debbie, a FOND since 1982
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thank you neil
by countryritchie
dear neil,
i have been a fan since i saw you at woburn abbey in 1977.thanks for the release of this concert dvd
Thank you, Mr. Diamond!
by fab4fan_1
There's nothing better to me than a live show. The energy of the crowd and the performers is just exhilarating to me. Especially when you perform your songs, Mr. Diamond. Between your showmanship and
some amazing fans - WOW. There's a connection between everyone at your shows...even in the bigger
venues. I have been fortunate enough to see you twice in Dallas and man what a show you put on! To
be able to have this DVD and remember the wonderful night that was shared by me and my friends is a
treasure. Thank you very much!
Best wishes, Mr. Diamond
Lindsey, Ft Worth
Thank you, Neil and Band!
by Rebekah13
Thank you for this special DVD gift! Thank you for sharing your gift of song with the world for over 40
years. We love you!
Rebekah Barton
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Long time coming
by lzielen
Neil,
For years I have been waiting for a new performance DVD of the Neil Diamond concert experience. Finally you agreed to make one available. I bought and watched it this past Wednesday and was not disappointed. Thank you for allowing me to relive a Neil Diamond concert whenever I feal the need. Don't
worry. I will still be buying concert tickets when you are in town.
So good! So good!
by Sydney72
Thank you so much for putting out this DVD for your fans, Neil! My boyfriend and I will watch it over and
over again until we have to buy another copy from wearing out the first one! I'm 36 and my boyfriend is
39 and we've been fans of yours our entire lives! (Of course our parents were fans too!) We went to Boston from Michigan last year just to see you at Fenway Park! (I'm a huge Red Sox fan! Seeing you at
Fenway was an absolute dream come true!) We also saw you that year when you came to the Palace of
Auburn Hills. You were, as always, FANTASTIC! I'm so proud to be a fan of someone so talented, so
kind, so generous and so wonderful! Did I mention we watch "The Jazz Singer" at least twice a month?!
We love it! Thanks, Neil, for being YOU!
Love and hugs,
Nikki and John
Two HUGE fans from Ypsilanti, MI
Thank you Neil
by guinsj2007
Thanks for the new special and DVD. Can't wait to go to Wal Mart this weekend and get it and also see
the special tonight.
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If you know what I mean
by brian
Neil,
What a Beautiful Noise from the man who has generated the sounds that I love since the age of 6. Your
music will live forever but now's not the time to stop. Get back to the writing ASAP because your creativity is at an all time high. Your next album should be "back to the root" kind of a sequel to Tap root manuscript. My youngest son Alex was introduced to your music by his dad and the entire family always attends your concerts in South Florida. Alex though is the one many fans point to as he belts out every
song word for word. My greatest wish is that one day he will be able to meet you. He has a condition
called C.O.A.C.H. syndrome which carries amongst other things a fibrotic liver. He's doing very well but
he idolized you even more then his dad... He's now in drama and every performance at the curtain call
he gives the crowd the famous Neil Diamond ending with him arm down and then up towards the sky
like in The Jazz Singer. Anyway congratulation on a truly outstanding DVD concert film that captures the
essence of why you remain a music tour de force.
Thank you Neil, youre music keeps getting better
by WIS-Bill
It all started for me with the original Hot August Night album in 1973...we have come full circle now,
never a disappointment along the way....Thanks Neil
Thank you, Thank You !!!! Neil, is was fantastic.
by Marilyn
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With Immense Gratitude
by Holly-Holy
Hi, Neil:
Thank you SO much for the "Hot August Night / NYC" DVD. My older sister, Heather, in Kingsport, TN
has 2 small spots of small-cell, slow-growing cancer that will most likely need surgery.
Now, because of you, she'll finally get to see a live concert. She really got into you from the "12 Songs"
CD, which she played over and over in her car. So, I know she will thoroughly enjoy this concert DVD,
as will I.
We really appreciate all that you do.
Patience is a virtue...
by philnick
And despite what my family say I can be patient!! Just a little while longer to wait here in the UK but
thank you so very much for this latest release. The 08 tour was a revelation to me, persuading me to
miss my brother in law's wedding and fly to Boston for "One More Bite of The Apple". Thank you thank
you thank you. Now just one more thing..... Tour....UK....2010???
2008....best year!
by Susie
Hello Neil!
Your shows last year were just fantastic, I was lucky enough to see them all in London then two in
NYC....they were just brilliant! I was over the moon seeing you in your home city!
To hear you were releasing a DVD of the MSG show was so thrilling...can't wait 'till it is released here in
the UK.
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Thank you so much for this...I'm sure you don't realise how much it means to all of us to have this wonderful keepsake of such a special occasion....Thank you, thank you!! xxxx
Thank you neil you always hit the spot
by frankmc
Mr Diamond,
Thank you for the release of your new dvd and also for all the years of fantasic songs and concerts over
the years .I look forward to when you return to my home city of Birmingham uk again thanks for a life
time of songs and music that will stay with me always .frankmc
Hip hip hip Hooray to Mr Neil Diamond!
by Winnie
Many thanks to ensoleiller our month August through this fabulous gift. We, poor small fans French, still
have to wait for the delivery of the DVD is expected that early September. But I am sure this DVD is fantastic, filled with memories of a concert we would have never wanted that it finishes. 2008 thanks for all
these vibrations. Big Hugs!
Neil,
by Andrew09
Can't thank you enough, Thank You for you and your music, you are truly a Diamond
As always, you're the greatest
by Susan
Thanks Neil, it's like going to the concert again!!
Susan
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Neil...Thank you just isn't enough...
by KathyC
July 26th, 2008, was a day I will NEVER forget. My husband John and I were blessed to be in the second row of your concert that night in Chicago. I've seen your shows so many times over the years, but
NEVER had seats that close. We made eye contact Neil!!!!! I STILL talk about that night and how magical it was. Now you have blessed us with this WONDERFUL DVD, and I can now relive that night over
and over again. There are no words to sufficiently thank you for your wonderful music, your magnificent
concerts over the years, and now this DVD which is the icing on the cake...with a "CHERRY CHERRY"
on top!!!
Winnie
A Simple Thank You
by THEchair
Neil,
My friend and I consider ourselves so fortunate that we were able to travel and see you perform all over
the country. We made it to MSG and had the time of our lives. To have a DVD of that concert means so
much. What's special for me is that I finally have a concert version of Hell Yeah! The changes you made
to it from the original CD version is AWESOME!
you’re getting amazingly better every year.
by henkweitering
I was so lucky to be at your opening night in Rotterdam (AHOY),and I still think you´re getting better
while you´re growing older. It amazes me that you still have that drive after so many beautiful(noises)
years.I´m looking farward to your next album, I think it will be amazingly good also.
From Holland I wish you all the happiness in your private life.You deserve it.
Henk Weitering.
www.fond.startbewijs.nl
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thank you
by danser
Dear Neil,
Although I have not yet seen the DVD nor the Special Show on CBS, (I live in Antwerp /Belgium), I already want to thank you for the beautiful things and feelings you have brought into my life.
My first introduction to your music was through JLS. During all these years your music have always kept
me "alive". You have given me so much inspiration, so much joy.
You have also the gift of bringing people together. I have met some beautiful people on my space, we
have meet in the real world and we are friends now.
So for all these wonderful things from the depths of my heart I thank you. I wish you lots of luck and joy.
Sending you warm and loving energy, light and love
Francine
August 2008-MSG -Absolutely exciting
by jenala1217
Thank you so much for using your God given talent , warmth and sensitivity in giving joy through your
music to a world so in need of it. God bless you Neil. I am a forever admirer and fan
Thank you so very much, Neil
by Dianne M
for giving us something to help us relive the wonderful memories we have from attending your concerts.
I will treasurer it forever. Thanks again
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Never stop loving you!
by francesw
Neil,
How wonderful to get the DVD before we see you on tv tonight! LOVE IT! Please don't ever stop! I've
been listening my entire life and I'm 51.You're the best!
Frances
Forever your Fan! Thank you!
by rose.adamek
by Rose
Neil
by nyladyo
DVD didn't arrive yet although preordered but was at all 4 concerts at MSG so what's not to love? Suggestion - How about Aladdin concert video for Christmas. Thanks so much. It's not like a memory but
like reliving a moment.
Hi Neil
by lynne_6
Hi Neil,Thankyou so, so much for the DVD. I've not seen it yet but have ordered it and I know it will be
stupendous.I have been a fan of yours since the 70's and think your absouloutely brilliant. Your music is
as always tuneful and your ballads are beautiful. Wish I could meet you face to face. Keep up the good
work Thanks for providing this wonderful opportunity to see you on screen. Your ever faithfuly fan Lynne
from England.xxxx
THANK YOU
by rammarcus
Thank you Neil...you have lived my life with me through your songs. Thank you for always turning out
such great music. Now just tour again!!!
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Neil, Thank you so much for the
by Judy L
since I was unable to attend any concerts on your last tour (new grandbabies born), I want to thank you
from the bottom of heart for the HAN DVD?CD. It was ALMOST like being at a concert - It is a treasure and with fingers crossed, hope for another USA tour, promise to be there. Judy
You're the best
by dp356
Thank you so much for making the DVD. I can't wait to buy mine. I have been fortunate to attend 2 of
your concerts and if you tour again I will be there. I can never get enough. You are the best. God bless
you.
Thank you!!
by playme716
Thank you Neil for the best Hot August Night of my life being in the front row at MSG. I got a special tix
for my birthday and now captured forever on tape. I'll watch it a million times I know. I'm a devoted fan of
yours since 1966, a true Diamond girl, and FOND member for many years. Sat behind your Mom & Dad
in Atlantic City when you opened Trump, Talked to your Dad he was so nice. You look and sound better
each time I see you. To me you'll always look like you did in 1966 when I first started following your records, still have the first 45 I bought of yours.Be well forever Neil your fans need to see and hear you
endlessly. Always your devoted fan. Carmel
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How Do I Ever Thank You???
by SPerko4980
Dear Neil - Saying thank you seems so inadequate for all the years of joy you have brought to me. I've
followed you and your career for 40 years (at least!)and I live in the Minneapolis/St. Paul area so I saw
your opening 2 nights of the U.S. tour. Over the years when I'm at your concerts all I hear is one chord
and I know exactly what song you will be singing. Ever since July 2008 I have said this concert had to be
recorded on DVD because this was, in my humble opinion, the BEST you have ever sounded and performed -- amazing but true for me. And my wish was answered. Tonight your special is on and I'm at my
part-time kicking myself for agreeing to work without thinking of what I was missing (the DVD-R is recording - I hope!). I did get the DVD earlier than I should have and all I can say is THANK YOU and
thank you to all of your band. I hope you continue to tour but if you decide not to (God forbid!) I will never
forget the years and especially this past tour -- thank you from the bottom of my heart!!
As you know this IAIS board is so full of loving fans of yours -- we did the Billboard ad last year and now
this. I will also remember watching the video from Sioux City and your getting the quilt from one of our
members here. I cried -- you are so special to all of us. May peace, joy and happiness follow you all of
your days! Love, Sue Perko
Perfectly Wonderful, thanks so much
by crabbygrl30
Thank you so much for the DVD. I saw you in DC last year and this has brought back so many pleasent
memories for me. I wish I was there again tonight. You overwhelm me, Mr. Diamond
Andrea
I'm a Believer - Hell Yeah!
by igedris
Fantastic Show!!! I've been a fan for many years and have been to all your shows in Cleveland! Even
made the Toronto show in December last year too, took my older cousin who got me hooked on your
music when i was 6 years old! Had 2nd row seats in cleveland and 3rd row in toronto. Thanks for the
fantastic shows and this dvd is fabulous!
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Oh My Goodness...
by Badae
Since I can't have you...LOL, This is the next best thing, Thanks for the DVD !!!
Thank You Neil
by Nancy
your the best may God Bless You. Nancy
There are no words
by lau828
to thank you enough for such a wonderful gift to your fans. It is fantastic!!!
Thank you Neil, for the DVD/CD and TV Special
by Linda Pollard
Neil, thank you so very much for giving your fans the unique opportunity of experiencing the joy and energy of your live performances via the HOT AUGUST NIGHT/NYC DVD set. Thank you as well for the
bonus CD! Also, kudos for the quality and content of your CBS-TV special tonight. I loved the extra
added touches that went beyond what the DVD has to offer. By the way, I still love the beaded shirts;
they're so YOU :o)
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Thank you, Neil
by Joan N
Neil,
The TV Special was amazing. I loved hearing you tell your story and seeing you revisit your childhood. I
felt like I was at a concert cuz I felt the energy and excitement of the show. And oh, those closeup shots
have me speechless! It was very well done, like everything you do. I love you, Neil.
Thank you, Neil
by Barb C
I love the DVD! Every time I watch it, I'll always have that sought-after front row seat. And I won't need to
stand in line for 2 days to get the seat or hassle with scalpers to pay for it. This is the ultimate gift for any
Neil Diamand fan, and there are plenty of us. Thank you, Neil. You're the best there is!
No Words
by Jay M
Words cannot justify the feeligs I had watching the DVD. It was the performance of a lifetime captured
beautifully on film or whatever they call it these days. Thank You so much Neil and keep the great work
coming.
jay
MSG concert
by songs of life
Your show was fabulous, Neil!!!!!!!!!!!!!
I love you sooooooooo much!!!!
You DID it Neil...
by ToniB
you captured the total essence of one your concerts. We fans have hoped for a concert DVD for a long
time. Still, you never cease to amaze me and your wish of leaving us wanting more could never be more
true than it is right now. Congrats on a job well done.
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Great Special
by llruggie
Loved it. In the past I have always went to MSG for at lest one or more shows per tour. Due to scheduling I was not able to go there for the 2008 tour (I did attend shows elsew here). At least I now felt like I
did not miss it all together. You are the best! Laura
Neil,
by Pat L.
Thank you so much for giving us this treasure of music and memories. You captured the essence of
your concerts. I'm sure there were so many of us smiling, swaying, dancing and singing along at home.
My cat, Diamond, loves your music, too. Wonder why :) Thank you for the beautiful memories.
Pretty Amazing Neil
by mother ficore
Thank you so very much for the new DVD! I am thrilled to be be able to get such a great gift. There is a
special place in heaven for you Neil, because when it is all said and done all that matters is love and you
have created so much love!
Jayne
Great show
by bsure
I thought CBS should have given you 2 hours!
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Hell Yeah, you did!
by weddingsinger
Neil, That was an amazing show. I saw you many times on that tour, and it was great to re-live it. Thank
you so much!
Ted
You're The Gift!
by estela
Sitting in my home and watching "Hot August Night" was pure joy. Yes Neil, you are the gift to us all.
Your voice was strong, and the music was fabulous as always, most importantly, seeing you is all we
ever need. We loved it all. The show wasn't long enough for us. Neil, we can't get enough of you. We
need more of you and your your music. Don't ever stop.
With much love for you and your family and may you always stay strong and healthy.
I thank you so much for this show. We all loved it very much. Do it again, soon, and do it more often.
Estela Lipschultz
San Diego
Tears of Thanks
by enneagram3
My wife Mary died this year and had to have been one of the world's greatest fans. I watched Neil tonight and cried tears of joy and sorrow. Thank you for bringing so much life to our lives!
Neil,
by plawrence
Hello, my friend, hello - awesome DVD - it is like being in a front row seat at one of your concerts. I have
attended 4 of your recent concerts, and this DVD brings back all of those wonderful memories. You
Rock!!
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Thank You for Hot August Night - NYC
by freelife
I know this dvd was a much awaited project for you & the band - well it was well worth the wait - simply
AWESOME! Brings back memories of 2008 & all the great times I had at concerts with my Neil friends.
Thanks Neil & yes We do love you! Pat Cross
Thanks for such a fantastic show!
by Huskypups2
Just saw your Hot August Night show and it was fantastic! Was able to see your performances at the
Hollywood Bowl in Oct 2008 and in Ontario in Jan 2009 -- both shows were absolutely fantastic! You
and your shows are the greatest! I've followed your music for years, and no one even comes close to
you in sheer beauty and vibrancy in your music and lyrics. You are truly the Mozart & Beethoven of this
generation. As a transplanted New Yorker (been in CA for 40 years), your "I Am I Said" has always held
special meaning -- rest of the family still in the city & Queens. Please keep writing and touring -- don't
EVER let the music stop!
YOU ROCK, NEIL...
by SD D
and thanks for this great gift! It was fantastic!! YOU're AWESOME xoxo
Thanks Neil
by kbarb
Thank You for bringing happiness to all of us. What a special person you are. Barb M. Buffalo NY
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Keep up the good work!
by DConstable
What a wonderful DVD! Your music and concerts have been so interwoven with my (and others) lives. I
am looking forward to your next CD/DVD of your 'songs of life'
Thank you
Diane Constable
Thank you Neil for the DVD and TV Special
by tomz
I enjoyed the DVD and TV special immensly. The DVD brought back great memories.
It's the next best thing to seeing you in concert. It and you are "Pretty Amazing"!
Thanks
Tom Ziber
Great show
by donnakay
Great show last night, just did not want it to stop.
Your fan from Texas
Donna Kay
Good things come to those who wait.........
by DEB E. IMISAID
The wait is over and the absolute best TV special and DVD are here. A true GEM!! Thank you, Neil, for
giving us fans what we have been asking for, a concert beginning to end and then some. I'll always have
a front row seat and will be sharing it with my little 3-year-old grandson who is already a big fan. I am so
proud to say "I am a Neil Diamond Fan" for 43 years. Uncool to cool-No, HOT! With much love and respect,
Deb Everly
Galien, MI
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Thanks for the Memories... by Rose
by rose.adamek
I remember where I was & what I was doing in my life for each & every one of your songs. Both inspirational & nostalgic was the show & I love your new material as well.
Dear Neil,
by BettyK
Attending a Neil Diamond concert brings me more joy than I can express. Having a DVD of a complete
concert is a treasured gift from you. Thank you so much. I watch it with a smile on my face and a smile
in my heart.
Betty Kramer
Virginia
Totally awesome!
by designerswan
Thank you, thank you, thank you for the awesome special and DVD. Loved the music, the clips and the
shots of the fans in the audience...we at home were having the time of our lives with them! Still feel like I
am coming down from a "concert high" -- and this special, like my last concert, was a much-needed ray
of sunshine. Thank you again for sharing your magical nights in NYC with us. We love you, Neil! Hugs,
Donna in Vegas
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Mr. Diamond, a heart felt Thank You...
by OhioRoger
I stopped by Wally World this afternoon and bought some copies of your new DVD. When I got home I
did some basic chores, took a dip in the pool, and had my supper. After that, I chased away my great
nephew and his friends, locked the door, unplugged the land line, shut the cell phone off, grabbed a
beer from the fridge, and put the the DVD in. For over two hours the worries of the day, the worries of
the health of friends and family, the stress of my job, the anger, sadness, and disgust of the deliberate
attempt to destroy this great country that I love so much from within the highest office in the land were all
gone. For over two hours, I had not a care in the world. And this is all thanks to you, your band, and the
full length concert DVD. The concert DVD is pure perfection. So Mr. Diamond...Thank you for the music,
the words, the songs, the concerts, and thanks so very very much for the full length concert DVD. It's
something so many of us have been wanting for a long time. If you read our words, or heard our voices
on the subject, thanks for listening. We honestly do appreciate it.
Beautiful Happy Memories!
by Cooki
Thank you Neil for the sweet memories your special brought back to me of you, the band and your concerts!
THANK YOU
by Elln490
Dear Neil:
All I can say is thank you. You bring so much happiness to so many people. Your music reaches my
soul.
Thank you!
ellen simonds
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Thank you, Neil
by BJB
Thank you for the wonderful DVD and TV special and all the music you have given us over the years.
Your music has given me so much joy for many years and I look forward to more songs and concerts in
the future.
Bonnie Brown
This Diamond is Forever! by Cindy
by cynpross
Been a fan for as long as you've been writing and singing. Love the DVD, and will cherish it along with
all my other Neil treasures. Thank you for inviting us into your life. Amazingly, you keep getting even
better!
Thank you for 40+ years of music
by marmanus
I believe we are all part of a whole and you are an example of what makes us worthy to be part of each
other and thing.
your music is awesome
by lgluvneil
thanks for the music and the memories. you are totally awesome!!
Linda in Phoenix
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Thanks
by mkd
What can I say, I was in Atlanta in Dec. for this tour and seeing it all over again and again is more than I
can have asked for. Thanks Neil for 40 plus years of music (I call music my oxygen), hope to see you
soon.
SPLENDID!!
by LadyM
THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU!!!
This last tour was truly the BEST I have ever seen, and to have a DVD of this special tour is the best
ever. To say how much I appreciate what you do for your fans is next to impossible to properly put into
words.
I love your CD's, but they can't begin to compare to you performing them live. They really come to 'Life'
when you are in front of an arena of devoted fans.
Pretty Amazing Grace is Pretty Amazing live! Hell Yeah is unstoppable live!
Thank You Neil, I Am A Fan Forever In Blue Jeans!
Sherene (LadyM)
i loved it !
by bagpipes
fantabolously done !!!!!! got the dvd today it rocks !sincerly andy passaretti !!!!!!!!!
Thank you so much for the DVD!
by Janet from Illinois
Hi Neil,
I just wanted to thank you for the incredible DVD. I absolutely love it. I have been a huge fan since the
late 60's. I first saw you in September of 1972 at the Saratoga Performing Arts Center and I have been a
total fan ever since. You won me over that night and you have never let me down.
I was at the Columbus show last year and I was so impressed with how you gave it your all even with all
of your voice problems. That was an incredible show and I'm glad that was one of the almost 40 Neil
Diamond shows I have had the privilege to attend.
I have wanted to have a video of one of your concerts like this video for years. Thank you so much for
giving this wonderful gift to us. It is absolutely incredible. Thank you for a lifetime of fabulous music!
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Finally
by caflicifer
I'm happy that one of your concerts was documented for DVD. While nothing can capture the essence of
your live show except being there, this comes the closest.
Thanks for your music
by Byteproducer
Thank you for releasing this DVD. Since it was the first time you came around in Antwerp Belgium and
left een unforgettable impression, this dvd will give us the chance to relive the concert over and over
again. Your music has been an importent chapter of my life.Thank you so much for this.
Neil,
by Brenda in Virginia
Heartfelt thanks to you Neil. You and your music mean so much to me!
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TOTALLY blown away!
by Tucson Sue
Neil, you have TOTALLY blown me away! I never thought I could feel more passionate about you and
your music but the Welcome Home Neil video has taken me to a new 'level'. For 40+ years I've felt a
'connect' to your songwriting and music but now after watching your journey back home I can see and
feel even more of the emotion in your songwriting, they now take on even MORE life. It's absolutely incredible. Never, ever did I think I could be even more passionate about you and your song and music.
I'm amazed and less confused about who Neil Diamond is. Thank you!
I've traveled all around the country to see you, getting to know your gestures and mannerisms. But being
able to watch and rerun the concert video, WOW! there's so much more that goes on with you and the
band on stage. I see now that I need to pay better attention to the performance, which is very hard because in the 'concert moment' you consume so much of my energy.
Thank you SO MUCH for the whole DVD package. Now all I need is for you to come back out so that I
can pay that 'better attention'!
Sue Hill
ABSOLUTELY SUPERB.... AS USUAL !!!!
by KLIN112550
DEAR NEIL,
I AM A HUGE FAN, AS MANY MILLIONS OF OTHERS ARE. I CANNOT GET ENOUGH OF YOU AND
YOUR MUSIC. I HAVE DAY AND NITES, WHERE I WATCH ANY ONE OF SEVERAL OF YOUR
DVD'S FOR HOURS. IT NEVER IS ENOUGH.
I FLEW TO OMAHA TO SEE THE KICK OFF OF YOUR 2005 TOUR. I LIVE IN EVANSVILLE, INDIANA, AND MY SISTER LIVED JUST OUTSIDE OF OMAHA. SO, WE WENT TOGETHER. SHE IS THE
PERSON WHO TURNED ME ON TO YOU AND YOUR MUSIC BACK IN THE 70'S WHEN SHE LIVED
IN AMES, IOWA AND I WENT TO VIST HER THERE. I ALSO DROVE TO INDY TO SEE YOU IN DEC.
OF THE SAME YEAR. I WENT TO SEE YOU IN ST. LOUIS IN DEC OF 2008. AND I HOPE TO CONTINUE TO SEE YOU FOR MANY MORE YEARS TO COME, NO MATTER WHAT IT TAKES.
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I JUST WANT TO SAY THAT I WOULD LOVE TO MET YOU IN PERSON SOMEDAY AND THAT
WOULD BE THE ABSOLUTE HIGH LITE OF MY LIFE.
I WANT TO WISH YOU MANY,MANY MORE YEARS OF GREAT HEALTH AND MANY,MANY MORE
YEARS OF TOURING.
I DEFINATELY WILL ATTEND ANY MORE CONCERTS IN THE FUTURE THAT I CAN DRIVE OR FLY
TO IN ANY OF THE LOCATIONS AVAILABLE TO ME, WITHIN REASON.
KEEP UP THE GREAT WORK AND I WILL BE SEEING YOU AGAIN DOWN THE ROAD.
LOTS OF LOVE TO YOU FROM ME.....LINDA KAY SLOAT.....EVANSVILLE, INDIANA
NEIL, YOU ROCK !!!!!
by plawrence
Dear Neil:
I just spent 2 1/2 hours watching your new DVD and I was blown away. I felt like I was in the front row this DVD is AWESOME.
Thank you so much for creating a musical keepsake we can all enjoy, over and over again.
Pat Lawrence
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A Fabulous GEM
by ran2830
Dear Neil,
I was at all 4 MSG HAN NYC shows and the DVD is terrific! It makes me feel like I was there all over
again! Thank you so much for releasing it!! What a GEM!
I too am NYC born and raised and have always considered you family. My children still affectionately
call you "Uncle Neil." You see, ever since the Winter Garden Theater concerts my husband and I have
been "packing up the babies and grabbing the old ladies," (our mothers) to see you in concert.
Thank you for adding so much joy to my life with your songs.
I hope to see you again in concert, live, in the future.
Randy
Thank you for the special memories
by Linda Schildgen
of the last tour. It's great to be able to re-live the concert experience from one of the best tours ever!!!
Also a treat to watch the special footage of "coming home". WELL DONE and THANKS!
Thankful
by Susan S.
For all you have given to your fans throughout the years and this DVD has brought joy to all of us. You
and your music bring out so many emotions in me. Thank you Neil. You are loved by all of us. Susan
from Iowa
Bravo Neil! Bravo!
by MoonDreamer
"Hot August Night-New York City" is a fantastic gem! Thank you so very much! My friend and I had the
good fortune to be able to be there for 2 of those wonderful shows - now to have it all on dvd is something almost unimaginable! Hugs to you and your band! love, Sharon
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Your magic never broke
by GermanAmber
Dear Neil,
thanks from the bottom of my heart for the gift you made us with the DVD - absolutely great. Nobody can
ever match you!
Lots of love from Germany,
Annelie
Hello again, hello
by Tally8
Your love and life shine through your words, your music is the music of life, thank you so much! I am
sure you have made many sacrifices to bring your magic to us, just know that we so appreciate it. You
have been blessed with this wonderful gift of music and you selfishly share it with us in our lives, thank
you a thousand times! Bless you and your family. Francie
AMAZING!!!!
by Anne
The special was fantastic and the DVD is amazing. Thanks for another great gem!
thanks
by bmviz
thank you so much it was great
mike
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Gracias, from Madrid, Spain
by beautifulnoise76
Dear Neil, my dreams come true, you have friends in Spain too, God bless you for all the magic moments you have brought to my life since I was a child and was captured by a seagull making a sail, gracias de todo corazón.
Outstanding Performance, Neil...
by Agnes
at last everyone I know, who has NOT been to one of your concerts, can understand & appreciate why
we love you and what you do best. Our brilliant "Diamond" shines more brilliantly than ever. Never stop
putting joy in our hearts and smiles on our faces.
"Hot August Night/ NYC" Christmas gifts for everyone :)
Thanks for all you do.
Love you,
Agnes Romlein
FOR SO MANY YEARS OF JOY
by znurseryman
Thank you from the bottom of my heart for the many years and hours of listening pleasure...My children
know the words to all the favorite oldies, because I worked in the house to your albums...
Even now there is always one or the other in the CD player in the car...
My oldest daughter is 42 and I began listening to you after a performance at "Shadowland" ballroom in
St. Joseph Michigan to your new release of "Cherry, Cherry"..then you and your guys went over to a
friends garage and played until the wee hours of the morning...I was there too, with one of my girl
friends...Great memories...Thanks so much..Mary Anne
NO WORDS
by JRFinOKC
THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU!
JRFinOKC Janey
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Thank you Neil!
by jcskybird
Neil: this dvd is totally awesome! Thanks so much for putting it together for us. We did 14 shows on the
last tour and this is something that will be watched often. Trust me!
Neil,
by Lucy
Outstanding! You give your heart and soulto each performance...and it shows. Thanks!
Best Ever as always!
by dopeyandgrumpy
Hell Yeah!!!
by drummer23
Thank you Neil!
This DVD is absolutely wonderful! I saw you perform the first time in Boston at the old music hall in
1970. I have been to most of your concerts in the NE area ever since...multiple nights whenever possible. This past year it was Fenway, Worcester and the Esplanade. A great year indeed!! I am so touched
by the "trilogy": Brooklyn Roads, I am, I Said and Hell Yeah! Thank you for sharing your life through your
music with us! Thank you for allowing this DVD to be made. Now I can have a concert "fix" anytime!!!
Can one say thank you too many times?
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A Gift For Us -- A Legacy To Share
by Deemarsh
Not only have you given your fans a most marvelous gift of having your great 2008-9 concert tour, but
you have provided us with something special we can give to our family and friends to say "Remember
Me and the Music I Love." A touching post here by a fan said he would always remember his late Dad
when he gave him the gift of your music which they shared in life. Your music is now the son's tribute to
his father.
My husband is a Brooklynite like you, and his first son was born there also. We all attended your concert
in Philly together. Now we know how to give his 3 boys something that will always be a part of us, a way
to remember the good times...your DVD/CD as a keepsake, from our mutual Brooklyn years (splendid
video!) to your music that we loved through the years (and they consider special, too!). Thank you, thank
you, thank you!
Evermore
by jordan04n06122001
At this moment in time I needed up lifting...you have never failed me...thanks for the ride!
THANK GOD FOR YOUR TALENT
by MaryLee
Hi Neil,
I've been a fan for numerous years and this year I am thanking God for your talent and your convictions
as a man and a human being. You were ill in Columbus, Ohio last year on tour and I knew immediately
when you walked on stage that you were ill.
On your new CD thank you for sharing some personal information about your background. You are a
man of integrity and have made many days for many people worthwhile and meaningful. The journey
has been one of being together persons who share one common bond . . . the truth in your music. Many
good years and blessings in your life ahead!
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Mary Lee - 63 and holding (we have 3 generations in our home who LOVE your music!)
Thank you for the magic!
by nikki
I was at the kick-off of the tour for both nights and it was total magic!
Thank you so much for this gift!
Neil Diamond is So Good So good
by sch69
Neil
Thank you so much for memories a geat DVD and concert we can't wait till your tour again
Scott & Laura Harris
Hey Neil
by Scot
What a Great Concert from MSG, this was Gem of a show.Loved every moment of the concert.
I hope you would do 1 more Live DVD from Toronto Canada, to go a long with the USA, and Europe.
Thank you again Neil for a Gem show.
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Thank You Neil
by PatR
What a fantastic gift you have given your fans. We have wanted a DVD of one of your shows for a long
time and this one is spectacular. Looking forward to seeing you again live in concert.
Gift of Song
by Jody
Thank you, Neil so much for this DVD gift of song! It is beautifully done.
The DVD and the TV special couldn't have come out at a better time. Two days before the TV special,
my father passed away. My dad was such a fan of the your music and enjoyed going to your concerts
with me. Every time I watch this DVD will bring back happy memories for me. Your music and lyrics
have the power to heal. THANK YOU from the bottom of my heart!
Jody Cross
Olathe, KS
Thank you Neil
by aussie skybird
We are so thrilled in Australia to be getting the DVD and the TV program, it will be a very hot August
Afternoon here in Brisbane on Saturday, can't wait!!
THANK YOU! THANK YOU! THANK YOU BY ConnieC
by ConnieC
Thanks so much for the DVD since I missed a concert on this tour. Come back to Denver soon!
thanks again!
you did it right !
by ryan
Best concert DVD I have ever seen, it's brilliant how the audience is part of the show. Every other live
DVD I've seen seems passive but this one really has power. The only complaint I have is that I wish you
had more HBD and 12 Songs material in there but you can't have it all ! I am very inspired by the way
you have re engaged with your song writing and career. As a fan for over twenty years I am also glad
you've ditched the glittery shirts too ! I think you have your best years ahead. Thank you for your music
and for inspiring me over and over again with your passion for life.
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NEIL,
by usterba14
No words can describe this wonderful new DVD. I never knew you could get any better but everytime
you come out with something new or even new old, you are still the greatest. I've loved you and your
music for over 35 years and I have belonged to FOND for that long. I'm REALLY looking forward to your
next tour SOON-PLEEEEEASE!!!! Thank you for helping me through the good times and bad times.
You've been a lifesaver!
Thank you, Thank you
by ArleneD
Dear Neil:
Thank you for your AWESOME DVD/TV Special/CD. I was at all (4) MSG shows and it is so great to
now have a DVD of your concert to watch whenever I want (which I might add is often) The DVD is one
of the best concert DVD's I have watched.
When I have my grandchildren (5 & 7) and my twin godsons (8) in the car the first thing they ask is to put
Neil on. They all want me to take them to your next concert.
I also cry during Hell Yeah - what a powerful song.
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.....A Most Treasured Gem.....
by Eydie
This Hot August Night/NYC DVD release is a gem for your life-long fans. There are no words, really, to
express my appreciation for it, you, and your entire body of work.
The concert is a wonderful thing to have. It's so nice to know I can watch that performance any time I
want to. You've come so far on a journey that I know now you think was worth every step. And that
makes me even more happy that I have been able to share a little bit of that journey with you from time
to time along the way.
Thank you for listening to your fans and giving us this gift of a lifetime. It is a most treasured gem in a
treasured Diamond collection! I'm not sure it can be topped!
See you on Emmy night!!
XOEydie
Thank you..........
by skybrd50
Thank you so much for this amazing DVD. It is a lasting treasure of your amazing tour last year. It gives
us an opportunity to relive the experience of your concerts whenever we feel the need for your words,
your music, your smile. I thank you for 40 years of music that always has been and always will be there
for me. I cannot think of any words to describe this feeling. Take care and God bless you Neil...
Love,
Mary Jo Geiger
Loves Park, IL
dearest neil
by Lorene
thank you so much for the dvd. it brings a smile to my heart and reminds me of happy times at your concerts with family and friends.
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Wonderful "Neil Fix"
by RonB
Thanks, Neil. I didn't know how much of a "Neil Fix" I needed at this time. Re-living last year's concerts
was really refreshing. You are ""So Good, So Good, So Good."" Thanks for everything!!! Ron Butz
Finally got to watch
by designerswan
the DVD thanks to my wonderful friend/fan, Geraldine! As fantastic as everyone says it is -- and, since I
will probably never get to MSQ in person, thanks for "taking" me there through these wonderful performances. Move over Barnum & Bailey -- Neil Diamond and Diamondville is the "Greatest Show on Earth."
Thanks and hugs to all, Donna in Vegas
Thank you for the memories
by SJValleyFan
The DVD brought back all of the good times we have had at your concerts here in California. Thank you
so much.
Thank you for the permanent memory, Neil
by don2775
I've always enjoyed every one of your concerts...now I have a permanent memory of the first tour that I
attended more than just one concert..Yes it was THREE!!! and they were all very memorable.
GREAT JOB to you and the Band!!!!
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GETTING BETTER WITH TIME
by MaryLee
Neil,
I just bought the DVD and I wanted to thank you for the 40+ years of wonderful music, shows and entertainment. Just as wine takes time to become labeled as "fine wine", your talents have grown and expanded throughout the years.
Thank you especially for being a man of conviction and integrity! Those a traits that money cannot buy
or replace.
God bless you always!
Thank you thank you thank you
by mzoricak
Word can't express the gratitude for all you have done for me over the years. When I was 12, my aunt
took me all over town to find a copy of 'Sweet Caroline'. I've been a fan ever since. God Bless you!
Marianne
San Jose, CA
Wonderful DVD - Thanks so much
by pickensj
Dear Neil, I have been following you since you came to State Univ of NY at Albany back in 1967 as a
lead-in act for the Lovin' Spoonful. I have never missed one of your tours. I have every form of every
album you have ever released and many, many shirts. I saw you last year in Chicago and Milwaukee.
But this DVD is the best!!! Thank you so much for releasing this wonderful concert so that my family and
I can relive the 2008 tour.
Jane Pickens
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Hell Yeah
by cooper
Hell Yeah, what a great DVD.
It maybe winter downunder but this has turned it a Hot August Night, well done and thank you.
Pretty Amazing Neil is what you are!
by LaurieD
How can I thank you for this latest gem that you are sharing with the world? I watched Hot August Night
- NYC and saw the sheer joy in the faces and hearts of men and women in the audience, the faces and
hearts of your fabulous band members and most importantly in your face and heart. The DVD made me
smile, made me laugh, made me cry and just simply made me FEEL. How great is that? The DVD experience took me right back to the shows in St Paul and Grand Forks that I was lucky enough to attend
on your 2008-09 tour. I was fortunate enough to be front row in Grand Forks and thought my heart would
leap out of my chest when you ventured off the stage and walked the floor singing "September Morn". I
wanted to desperately to reach out to you as you passed by me. Your music has made such a huge impact on my life and I appreciate all the sacrifices you have made in your life to be able to give so much
of yourself to your fans. Thank you for sharing your gift of incredible talent for all these years. Am I proud
to be a Neil Diamond fan? HELL YEAH I AM!
How lucky we all are!!!
by Sherry
We have you--Neil Diamond!! Thank you so much for the new DVD and the years of pure pleasure you
and the band have given us. There is nothing like a Neil Diamond Concert to make you feel good and
love life! Thank you Mr. Diamond!
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Dear Neil....Thank You for Great Memories.
by Marsha
We want to "Thank You" for this concert DVD.You have given us a beautiful gift of your voice, songs,
talent and a fantastic band! 2008 will be special to us since we met you in Pittsburgh (another Hot August night)the next day after the concert,we had the "Beautiful Noise" car picture you graciously signed
for us.
Ray & Marsha Eichelberger
North Huntingdon, Pa
Pittsburgh concerts since 1978
hot august night
by glorybee
Its about time. Love it loveeee it loveeeee it.You are a genuine diamond.Keep the music coming.Thanks
Neil
Gloria from Kingston Ny
My Gift
by estela
Neil, I just received my DVD. All I can say is that the DVD of Madison Sq. Garden is just beautiful.
You have created so many beautiful songs that we all enjoy. I hope that you are aware just how much
we all appreciate your talent, your songs, the words, the way you sing them and bring them to life. And,
most importantly the giant and awesome tours that we all get to attend.
Thank you for all that you do for your fans, and for the world. You make "Beautiful Noises".
You are so Loved and Adored.
Estela
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HELL YEAH What a wonderful show.!!!..
by aussiejibe
Thanks for the wonderful memories Neil, a fabulous show. I hope we see you perform is Australia again
soon
Judy Farrell
You done real good Neil :-) - Hell Yeah you did!!!!
by Aussie Gem
Thank you soooooo very much for giving us the awesome gift of this DVD and also the TV special. We
missed you here in OZ last tour and this DVD is the next best thing to being there in person.
Your Beautiful Noise through all these years has given so many fans so very much joy and pleasure,
and it's wonderful to see the sheer pleasure on your face as you soak up the love and appreciation of
your audience of fan/friends..
I also made a journey back to my childhood home in England a couple of years ago and it too had been
over 50 years since I'd been there. Brooklyn Roads filled my mind, heart and soul while I visited and
took pics there, though I wasn't lucky enough to be able to actually go into the house. Your Welcome
Home brought those memories flooding back for me and made me feel as if I shared something other
than your music with you, so thank you from the bottom of my heart for that too..
Neil, you are, always, FANTASTIC :-)
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dvd
by tricia68
FANTASTIC DVD Neil thank you so much you are BRILLIANT...TRICIA68
Thank you for this precious gem!
by Blue Reflection
There are "no words" to adequately thank you for the fabulous DVD/CD and the awesome TV special or
to express what an important part your music has played in my life for over 30 years. Thank you for
sharing your feelings and emotions with us all these years. "HELL YEAH!" Neil, you're "PRETTY AMAZING"!
I remain as always "A Neil Diamond
Believer",
Amber Finnigan
The Most Heartfelt "Thank You", Neil..
by Donovan
There are numerous things I could thank you for; the music, the inspiration to get in front of an audience
and give them your best, knowing the healing power of music and participating in one of the most interesting activities our species engages in..beautiful music. Thank you Neil for giving all of us such a wonderful gift. We've all been longing for years for a full concert film, and you picked a brilliant show in which
to recognize the legion of fans that truly do see you as an ordinary guy with an extraordinary gift and
most importantly, is not afraid to share that gift with the world. The DVD is so well produced, the picture
is perfect, the format is spot on...its...well, in a word...perfect! I was in attendance at the show at Mohegan Sun in CT and seeing the show again (and again and again!) is simply a blast. Thanks for strapping
that guitar back on for more songs! You give us guitar players a thrill when you pound that Epi (although
I miss the Ovations!) I enjoyed your humility with those guys in Brooklyn who didn't know who you were!
Very funny. "Oh I'm a singer"...Brilliant! Thanks again, Neil for the DVD! I hope Clamper is doing OK,
even though I still think butter would be a better medium for him to swim in! Ha Ha! Best Wishes to you
and yours,
Mark Donovan
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Thanks for the memories!
by robbie
It was so great to see you in concert again. I was in Disney world and went back to the hotel just to see
it on tv. I also bought the dvd as well. I moved around alot as a child and it is always fun to go back to
where you used to live. I am glad you enjoyed yourself. Take care and can't wait to see you in concert
again. God bless.
Thank you very much
by sam688
for the wonderful DVD of your 2008 concert at MSG. It was so neat to remember how good your concerts were last year on tour. I was lucky enough to see you in concert 5 times (my husband 3 times).
It is a great keepsake. Thank you, Mr. Diamond.
Shelley and Mike Davis
Pretty Amazing Is What You Are Neil
by breakthechains
Hey Neil thanks again for the great concert you gave us. You are amazing Neil. What a wonderful talent
you are to have. I can't thank you enough at how great you. Seeing you in concert is a memory I wont
ever for get.
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Almost as good as the real thing! by gemlover
by gemlover
Dear Neil,
This DVD is a real gem as was being at the concert in person. You just keep getting better with time.
Your music, voice and lyrics keep getting richer and richer. I read once where you said that you want
your listeners to "feel something." You have attained this in so many ways. In so many ways, you never
let us down. Please take care and we are ready for another concert.
What an incredible gift
by caroltmoon
You have given us all with your DVD/CD. Thank you so much from the Sydney Seven here in Australia
Great DVD
by Dori
It was great to see where you were raised. Now, anytime I want to be at one of your concerts (when you
are not touring), I can be. Thanks for sharing your life with your fans.
It's so good! I really enjoy it! When's the next tour?
by WeakonNeil
This is WeakonNeil outside of Atlanta. Wow now how did I get a nickname like that?? The DVD is great
what can I say. I told several people about it to buy that it was worth the money and a great way to
spend a Friday night watching you Neil. Its a great concert and I can feel your energy. You were given a
great God given talent. I enjoy seeing you here in ATLANTA GA and at times will go to a concert out of
state. We met once face to face here in Atlanta my daughter and I, you were so sweet to let us get pix
with you. You were smoking your cigar and did not burn my hair as you reached around me with it still in
your hand.LOL You were sweet to give my preteen daughter, 2 other ladies and myself your time. This
DVD will be something great to watch this winter by a fire with a good glass of red wine. May God protect you and guide you, his light is the way we need to trod. I wish you good health and say your fans
are enjoying this DVD. Kellie Cuneio-Brown
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Thank you so much
by Kiwigirl
Neil for allowing this perfomance to be taped. Makes up for not being able to see you on the 2008 tour.
You are wonderful. You and the band bring so much joy to us all. We love you Neil and hope to see you
in New Zealand soon.
You Are the BEST
by am1958
I love you Neil. You never cease to amaze me.
Alice
An everlasting gift; Thank you Neil, Wonderful!!!!
by JULIETH
Absolutely superb dvd; what lovely memories of your brilliant concerts in 2008. Thank you so much for
your everlasting gift. Love from Juliet Howard xxx
I will love this always Neil thankyou so much!
by Philippa
With love from Belgium!
by tristan
Thanks for releasing this magnificent full concert DVD of your best tour ever! And thanks for including
Belgium for the first time ever in your tour schedule and on the double CD set (Lady-Oh). You are the
best!
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Simply Brilliant
by Tim
Hi Neil- Many thanks for HAN, NYC 2008. I have bought both the DVD and CD they join the collection of
everything else you have done. It started in 1974 for me when I first heard Holly Holy being played on
Radio 2 by Terry Wogan in the UK. I was only 5 at the time. Since then your music has been the soundtrack to my life. Many thanks once again.
Tim (Camberley, UK)
Absolutely amazing
by bluejeans5272
I just wanted to thank you for releasing this DVD, I thoroughly enjoyed watching it. I couldn't be there but
this was the next best thing.
Many thanks,
DVD very much appreciated Neil.
by Capricorn
Just like to add my undying thanks to all those who have posted before me Neil. I love your work and
particularly live performances so its with great joy that I have added your CD and DVD to my collection.
Thank you with all my heart, your songs bring so much happiness into my life.
Thank you for the music
by Little Mo
Thanks seems such a small word for such a special gift and to cover that
'I'll never forget it' feeling. I loved it all.
Love - always M
Thank you, Neil
by Primitive1055
To say that "Hot August Night/NYC" is thoroughly enjoyable doesn't begin to describe it. It is truly a great
DVD and is truly appreciated by so many of us. Also, by the way, thank you for coming to Orlando on my
birthday last October(even if it was purely coincidental). LOL
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Thanks again, Neil, and may God bless.
Lisafromatlanta
by Lisa from Atlanta
FANTASTIC...love the DVD!!! Thank you!
THANK YOU NEIL!!!
by neilfan#1
I just wanted to let you know that I enjoyed my new CD/DVD that you put out for us FANS that was very
thoughtful of you!!:-} I really LOVE this cd/dvd and all the information about you're home life it is very
interesting!! When you filmed "THE JAZZ SINGER" I was wondering if it was in New York?
Thank you
by thea
Hi Neil,
Thanks for the dvd and the pleasure you give me for many, many years. Hell yeah, you're the best.
Take care, Thea. The Netherlands
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So good, so good, so good
by Diamond-Di
Received the dvd yesterday and just had to watch it as soon as I got home from work. It was amazing
and brought back so many happy memories. Thank you so much to Neil and all involved xx :-)
Thank You so much for the DVD
by shilousa
I just want to thank you so very much for giving us this DVD of your concert in MSG. It brought back so
many good memories of being at a concert. The DVD made me feel like I was there. Thank You for
sharing your welcome home memories with us. You are so generous wi for doing this and appreciate it
very much. Thank You again, love ya Neil.
Hell Yeah I loved it!
by Marlene
Neil,
Thank you for the music and making me feel good whenever I hear it. Also for making me a great alone
in the car, long drive singer!!
A huge thanks by LynnB from England
by LynnB
Just spend a great afternoon watching dvd, it brought back great memories of London and Southampton. It was a great lift that I needed due to having a few months of things not going too good. Thanks
again
An afternoon of so many emotions
by philnick
And now my thanks come having finally received my copy of HAN/NYC. I am so grateful for this dvd, a
permanent reminder of a wonderfully happy time during 2008. Once again, you made me laugh, sing
and cry a bit but not too much...
Thank you,
Nicky XXX
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Absolutely stupendous!!!
by Donna T
Neil, there are almost "no words" to express my gratitude for this "Pretty Amazing" DVD! There is nothing like being up close and personal with you and your wonderful band. The quality is to the utmost perfection!! Watching this brings back some of the most memorable moments in my life traveling near and
far to see you with my sister and good friends! Your tour of 2008 will never "be forgotten"! Thank you for
the gift of "beautiful noise" to your fans!! There is no doubt where you stand! I love you!!
Donna Trapp
Galien, MI
Thank you so much, Neil
by kathuk
The DVD is awesome, the CD is wonderful.
I love the personal journey you took and the fact that you let us all share it with you. The concert was, as
usual, fantastic. We have been waiting so long for this. We all love you very much.....
Kath UK
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Thank You For The DVD. It Will Continue My Healing
by Tom_Tagliente19
Dear Neil,
You may recall in early 2007 the letter I sent you regarding the death of my Dad to liver cancer. He was
only 66. In the time since he went home to be with God, I have had a very rough time. Bouncing from job
to job and constantly feeling very low, I still grieve for him. But now I can see a light at the end of the
tunnel.
Dad was instrumental in introducing me to your music and to this day your music continues to heal the
pain of his loss. This DVD is wonderful because I attended my first concert in 1983 and the ticket was an
early Christmas present from Dad, since the show was three days before Christmas. This concert takes
me back to that day and the memories I can still recapture bring Dad back all over again.
I have enjoyed HOT AUGUST NIGHT/NYC immensely. It is very well edited, shot and assembled and it
really captures the wonder, energy and excitement of the experience we all feel attending your concerts.
Now, I can always go to a show in the comfort of my own living room and still feel close to my Dad in
spirit every time I hear the songs of my youth and adolescence and young adulthood.
HOT AUGUST NIGHT/NYC is an amazing gift to your fans and I want to thank you for releasing it so
many people can continue the concert-going experience whenever they like, too. What a nice gesture of
friendship to your fans and it is this reason among so many more, that make you so unique and special
to so many of us.
My Dad is happy, too. He would not want me to be sad every day and now with this DVD, I have a tool
to help me heal even more each day.
Thank you Neil for your music, for continuing to tour and for writing such spiritually uplifting music. HELL
YEAH! HOT AUGUST NIGHT/NYC rocks. HELL YEAH is does! HELL YEAH it does!!! You truly are a
gift from God.
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Thank you so much again. HOT AUGUST NIGHT/NYC really means a lot to me. And, it always will.
Your friend,
Tom Tagliente
Love the DVD
by dolphinlady
I finally got to watch the DVD last night and it is amazing. My grandchildren watched part of it with me (it
was a birthday present) and then today, while we were babysitting, they wanted to watch it again (and
dance with me and their "Pop"). Thank you so much, we love it.
Margaret
Thank you , Neil.
by Pam(UK)
Thank you for the DVD. It is lovely 'to share' your journey back to Brooklyn. The concert is fantastic and
relives those wonderful times - especially the beautiful 'Home Before Dark', majestic 'Hell Yeah' and old
favourite 'I am..I said'. Thank you, too, for the CD.
With love,
Pam x
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Fantistic DVD
by maureenpitt
Neil I have been waiting for this to come out for many years and it is absolutely fantastic and well worth
the wait.
As usual the DVD has been made to the highest possible standard.
You Have Done it Again!
by Diamond Frogette
Thank you, Neil. You have amazed your fans again. Enjoying your Hot August Night/NYC, DVD, was
just like being front row at your concert, although we can't actually get such good seats. We loved your
DVD and returned and purchased five more for Christmas gifts. I know you loved to hear that. It was a
true Neil gift to all his fans and may I say very much appreciated. Celebrating my 73rd birthday with you
in Chicago on July 26th, was the best birthday present I have ever had. You and your Band were absolutely fantastic, a date I will always hold most special, because you are most special. Our family will enjoy watching and listening to your beautiful music for many years to come. With deep love and respect,
Neilfanforever@aol Joan & Glen Pitzer
Thank You so much
by Sue from Chicopee
Dear Neil,
Thank you not only for the DVD release (which I Love ) but for your music which has helped me through
troublesome times. May God Bless You and stay well. And I hope to see you again in concert. Thank
You my friend.
Yes You Did Indeed You Did And You Can
by calleva
Once upon a passing night dream
I beheld a mystic image
bathed in blue reflection.
There he stood and made his song,
closed his eyes to feel the thunder
echo like a wave around him
love was in the strange house.
and he knew he did belong,
yes he did belong.
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Yes Neil you truly belong and are loved and admired by a great group of fans who love you and your
music.
Thank you so much for making HAN NYC possible this year and may I add, making 1976 TYA possible
last year. They are both concerts that set your contribution to music in the video equivalent of stone and
they will be enjoyed by me and many thousands of fans for years to come.
May I also now ask that you consider touring again and include intimate settings with a different mix of
songs on some nights -that would make your new songs sound so great. I would love to hear all of 12
Songs and HBD in an acoustic setting. I would also love to have professionally recorded live versions of
some of your early songs like "Love to Love" and "Look Out Here Comes Tomorrow"
Looking forward to hearing a new album, take your time and enjoy the journey.
Thank you so much, Neil!
by Sabine
Neil, you have fullfilled our dreams! We all love you and are looking forward to many more years with
you and your "beautiful noise"!
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WOW!
by diviotdigger
Thank you Neil you always give us fans what we want. I saw this show seven times live including one at
the Garden and it still entertains me. The energy of you and the band (especially King)is contageous.
For my money, your the best entertainer a live today and the youngsters should watch and learn from a
real pro.
Thanks so much!
Bob Comstock
Yardley, PA
Hell Yeah, Neil!
by mattkhoury
Mr. Diamond, thank you so much for releasing a full concert DVD! We have been itching for this for so
long. It is a FABULOUS DVD and bring back so many wonderful memories of this tour. Thank you so
much for allowing us to have this treasured keepsake. I know many of us will have a hard time turning it
off!
In sincere appreciation,
Matt Khoury
Hi Neil
by delia
Thank you so much for HAN/NYC,I love it and I love you, hope to see you again in Europe!
Lia
thanks to you and your team
by neil_d_rules
So I bring you my song
Hoping you'll sing along
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Turn down the lights
Turn up the music
I'm a belieiver.
by noralcooper
Neil, thank you so very much for the new DVD and CD. Your music has been with me through the good
and bad times and I couldn't be more grateful. Keep making beautiful music..I will be listening.
With love and good wishes,
Nora
INCREDIBLE & BEAUTIFUL!!!!!!
by sweetcaroline
I will treasure this always as my daughter and I went to one of the MSG concerts, and it was PERFECTION!
Such a Beautiful Beautiful Noise!!!
by fibjeans
Neil, we have been waiting for this for so long and at last you have given us exactly what we wanted - a
full concert to satisfy our yearning to watch you sing your heart out! I loved every moment, but what you
put into Hell Yeah was just so incredibly moving to watch and very touching, it seemingly expresses exactly what you feel. For me it was the highlight of the show for sure. Hell yeah you have made such an
impact with all your "songs of life". Thank you for this treasured DVD, it will keep me going until you
reach the shores of Australia once again...and please let that be soon!!
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Truly Amazing, Thank You. by Helena
by Minstrel2
For brevity, these are the things that made the most impression on me.
I love the album Home Before Dark, it is my favourite to date, and it's wonderful being able to watch Neil
sing three songs from it. The title track is such a gentle ballad with so much to it; not only the beautiful
words, and the liquid notes of the music, but all the feelings it conjures up. The enjoyment of performing
Don't Go There came across clearly both from Neil and from the Band. I think this will become a firm
favourite. And Amazing Grace, the words are just stunning and the song is compelling and exciting.
Brooklyn Roads has always been a favourite of mine right from the beginning, partly I think because I
too am a dreamer and built my own castles. First of all the setting was perfect, the Band in the background providing the melody which just poured forward effortlessly, and Neil quietly perched on a stool
in the foreground This was more than a song, it was a story telling. You could see that, in his memory,
he was actually there climbing those stairs, and that was what made it seem as fresh a tale as when he
first told it to us all those years ago.
When he roams the stage as he sings, it makes the show all that much more exciting, but when seated
the concentration seems to be more on the emotions that the song conjures up. And that was very clear
from the expressions on his face as he re-lived his past, and allowed us to share an insight into his journey.
I am in awe at the power of Hell Yeah, and in awe at the insight he has allowed us into his thoughts. To
be able to see his face as he was singing it, made it that much more powerful and true. I wonder
whether the advice in the song is for himself or for the listener, either way it is worth listening to and accepting. This is truly an amazing commentary on a life lived to the full, and a reassurance to us that all is
well and will continue to be so.
Watching America, it was obvious that Neil knew he was giving the audience what they wanted, and it
was what he wanted too. So much energy, once again he was living the song. And yes, he poses for the
camera, he has to, but you can see that he is completely genuine in his emotions.
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Watching Brother Love, I finally, after all this time, 'got it'. It was an outstanding performance. Once
again, Neil was living the story, as only he can. I hesitate to use the word 'powerful' again, but I can't
think of a better one. The lighting during this song perfectly complimented the music and the voice. And
it was fun to see the Band and Neil exhibiting so much enthusiasm for a song which they obviously love
performing.
This has to be the next best thing to being at a concert. With all the camera close-ups, we are given the
opportunity to see the impeccable teamwork between Neil and the Band, all cogs in one vast machine,
which produces the most marvellous musical and visual entertainment. Everything from start to finish is
so professionally produced. I liked the fact that the clapping and the cheering from the audience after
each song, was faded out. They were the reason for him being there, but they were very much secondary to Neil's performance, the focus, quite rightly, had to be on him.
We have always known that Neil puts everything that he has of himself into a show, now we can see his
face up close while he is doing it. We are so very privileged to be allowed this insight. Thank you Neil.
Helena
thank you thank you
by kirsty
What a great show
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Neil, you certainly "knocked 'em dead" as Elijah
by Olive UK
told you to. I only received my copy of the DVD yesterday and watched it all through last evening. It certainly was worth waiting for, and by the end I was lost for words to describe how I felt, so I will try to find
the words tonight.
I was lucky enough to catch two concerts last year, in Birmingham and Cardiff, my first live concerts although I've been a fan for nearly forty years. I haven't got over the experience yet, and hope I never do.
It had a life-changing effect on me,and I know now that whenever I feel down I can play the DVD or the
live CD and feel that exhileration all over again.
The DVD allowed me to see the show from a front row seat, to see all your facial expressions,and feel
your emotion in some songs, your sheer joy in the music in all of them. It was amazing to be able to see
the audience from your viewpoint, and to have all the camera angles on you and the band, instead of
just seeing the show from one place in the arena. Thank you so much for giving us this wonderful souvenir of a summer to remember. I wonder how on earth you are going to top the 2008 tour, but I know
that , when you are ready, you will come back and surprise us yet again. I do hope and pray so, and that
I will get the chance to see you and to feel all those feelings all over again.
I will be able to show all my non-believer friends exactly what I have been telling them about since last
June, and maybe I will have some of them with me the next time you get to the UK.
Thank you for all the beautiful music and for being there ,in song, whenever I need you, whether I'm
happy or sad you always seem to have the right words to fit the moment. Please keep on finding the
right words for years to come, and I will keep on listening. God bless you and keep you happy and in
good health.
With love to you and your beautiful band, from Olive.
What Else Can I Say
by Sol1taire
Dear Neil,
So many people already said it all - but I'll try to add my thanks. I was delighted to see four of your
shows this time on tour - The Bowl, the Staples Center, Fresno (for a FANTASTIC New Year's Eve
party), and Portland. I even made the trip there twice to be sure I didn't miss it. Each show was wonderful and unique and left me walking on air. To see the DVD was like being there in the arena once again,
reliving it and enjoying myself to the hilt! To have the opportunity to do it again, any time I wish makes
waiting for the next fantastic album and the next fabulous show bearable.
If you hate to see a recording of yourself as much as has been reported, that just makes the gift that
much larger, more generous and more amazing.
Take a break by all means. Rest, catch up with family and friends; go to the beach and watch the pelicans or rescue sea scallops... But be sure to come back and give us more!
With love and gratitude from a greedy Believer... Joi
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So many reasons to thank you
by Bee
Neil thank you from the bottom of my heart for giving us all what we have so wanted. A special thank
you from my 2year old grandaughter who is now word perfect (complete with actions) on Sweet Caroline
chorus, guess she's coming to the next tour to see who she calls (and no prompting from us here)
'nanna's absolute favourite'. My OH is also looking forward to watching the dvd when he gets out of hospital after 3 heart attacks, think might have to make him skip the more strenuous songs at the moment
though.
Sending you loads of blessings and thanks, Beryl/aka Desiree
CD Thanks, too!
by Sabine
Dear Neil, the CDs are fantastic and I especially love Glory Road. I´m so glad you included this great
performance!
All my love, Sabine
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Mucho thanks Neil!
by Jill
My highlight of your tour was hearing "Hell Yeah" live and I was lucky to hear it twice. Now I have this
DVD and can listen and watch all I want. Thank you for giving us this wonderful gift.
Neil, You Got to Me....
by UGot2Me
My husband and I saw you in Cleveland and Albany this past tour and can't thank you enough for the
DVD of the full concert. It brings back such great memories. Very nice job. Judy B.(UGot2Me)in Rochester, NY
Man of God, Neil, You've done it again
by lynne_6
Hi Neil, Thankyou so much for the most brilliant DVD. I have just watched it and think it is stupendous. I
have always thought of you as a great showman and you definitely are and always will be to me. It was
sooo nice to watch you in your home town and to see you as normal as we are in daily life, and you are
just as gorgeous as you were 30 years ago. Keep on singing and rocking it to them . You are the King of
the Stage!!! xx Lynne of Hereford, England
Simply Amazing DVD
by Hawkeye
I do wish it would have included the vidoes shown during the concert, oh what an awesome concert it
was. Hurry back Neil. Hawkeye
neil, you are a troubadour of old
by olga
"One of these days I'm going to write a song that makes someone want to cry." [March 1967] so you
said one day. The song I most love and stirs me profoundly, my absolute favorite always has been 'Holly
Holy' and especially the life recording for the BBC in 1971. The raw emotion and passion of youth. Now I
discover its counterpart; Hell Yeah. Here I am moved so deeply I do cry. In my thoughts this is the emotion, the passion of your life lived, a looking back, a farewell of sorts. The other end of the spectrum if
you will.
I was just 16 in 1966 when I heard your voice for the first time and stood transfixed, wanting to know,
who is this voice. You have been a part of my life ever since. I love you Neil Diamond. Thank you for
being you. God bless you. Olga
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Priceless!
by Brenda S.
I am always amazed at how you know what your fans want. The DVD is beautifully done in every way. It
is a treasure that would be taken out of a burning house on the first trip. It makes me so happy. Thank
you so very much.
Isobel
by Shadow
Wonderful I saw this show in Las Vegas it has brought back so many memories I keep seeing you Neil
thank you so much
Thankyou Neil! A great DVD !
by china
A wonderful reminder of your concert in
Birmingham,England 2008.I was on cloud nine for months after that night and now I can re-live it with
this DVD. I Love the new songs as much as the old.
Thanks again.xx
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Hot August Night - NYC DVD
by Linnie
Dearest Neil ...
What a gift you have given us fans - literally, I have "no words" to describe my delight, pleasure, excitement and heartfelt gratitude for this priceless gem known as "Neil Diamond."
I held onto the DVD until I could watch it under the best circumstances and acoustics, so I just saw it for
the first time (there will be many more!) over the Labor Day Weekend when my sister and I watched together. I was literally and figuratively blown away by every aspect of your 'production' ...
The sound, the photography, the color, the editing ... perfection. I felt as if I was sitting right there in the
front row of the arena - but the very very best of all was the music ... timeless, classic, poignant, touching, moving, explosive, energizing, enthusiastic ... pure, pure "Diamond" mounted in 24 karat gold.
Neil, your talents and artistry never cease to amaze me ... my heart is full of love and gratitude.
Thank you so very very much ...
Linda Vastardis
Delray Beach, Florida
Best ever
by shilo444
This is the best gift that you could ever have given your fans. I only wish that we could have had more
from years past.
Thank you so much for being you and sharing your gift with us. Your music means so much to all of us.
Carol
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Memories of a lifetime
by kcwonderdog
Dear Neil, There are truly no words I could say that would do justice to the emotions and feelings coming out of my heart and soul. Your music, especially the four concerts last year in NYC, my hometown,
has soothed and calmed down my soul. Somehow helping me find hope and solice for a new day, a new
beginning. I can only offer you my sincerest thank you which I do with all the vigor in this old worn out
tattered heart of mine. I have been "listening intently" since hearing and seeing you at the Foxborrow
Racetrack in Massachusetts when you introduced a new single, "Holly Holy". I still remember how you
came on last, fashionably late, not too long into it you were booed very loudly by I guess the people who
came to see John mahal, the blues magoos and the Holy modol rounders. What I remember most is
your reaction to it on stage. You stopped bantering with the crowd, looked down and then got totally lost
in your music. You tried harder and put everything you had out on that stage. And we all noticed. There
was no more booing. All these times I have seen you and you have never dissappointed, So I have
never stopped coming.I will never stop coming and listening to your music. It has truly been a fantastic,
magical, mysterious journey. One in which I have never tried to figure out, while all those around me
have tried but failed. One that I am privileged and gratefull to have experienced. I wish somehow I could
give something back to you for all these special magical moments you have created and given to us, but
I fear I have nothing to offer, just to say thank you again from the center of my heart. If you or your band
mates ever want a place to hide out away from it all, you are all more than welcome to hang/stay over at
my place. It's not quite a castle nor a dungeon, but its a very pleasant happy place to be. The DVD was
like being there all over again. A once in a lifetime gift to a recovering soul. Again, With deepest
grattitude, Godspeed...Thanks Again and Again and Again .... and Again ....................
Thanks,
jim
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Dear Neil
by aussie stargazer
Thank you so much for your fabulous new DVD H.A.N. NYC. Ive always wanted a full concert on DVD
and this is indeed Your Masterpiece. The set list is so good and the songs just follow on from one another so well. Neil, you and your band and backing singers absolutely ROCK and the whole concert just
shines with Exuberance. I love all the songs and would like to say that I am so glad that you included
BROOKLYN ROADS as a standout song. It is one of my personal favorites. My thanks and congratulations to all involved.
Valerie W.
P.S. Hope to see you in Australia soon.
Thanks from Switzerland...
by paede39
Dear Neil! This is by far the best concert DVD from ANY musician! I will watch this DVD many times in a
row. Keep on rocking!
Beautifully done
by Midnight Dream
I always knew you were 'in tune' with your fans and in recent years this has become even more apparent, now we have this great DVD and CD taken from in my opinion the best tour ever, Thank You.
Neil
by chrispat
To say 'thank you' for this DVD seems so small and insignificant.
I have always been a fan since the early 70 but a fan with a small f - always got promised that we would
go to a concert - but other things were more important at the time. Life is pretty tough for us all at times well having seen you again via the TV in the UK last year - I knew I just had to see you in Concert.
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Its amazing and confusing sometimes how things happen - and on the 2nd December a close friend
from school and I flew to Toronto to see you and the band there.
There are simply no words to describe the experience - it was simply mind blowing - we had front row
seats both nights (someone does look after us) and although we did have signs to say we were from the
UK but bottled out of holding them up!
My life has simply changed since then and my daughter has told me she has her happy Mum back! I
listen to your music constantly and so long as you are singing all is right with my world. This DVD and
TYA are incredible, wonderful, magic - thank you so much for all that you do and for being you.
Love you to bit - Chris
The best!
by Ziggy
Unlike you, Neil, I don't feel I have the words I need to tell you what is in my heart. However, I will try. I
said in Portland it was the best tour ever, and I meant it. This DVD is a keepsake, a memento, a poignant reminder of all the emotions you shared with me and hundreds of thousands of people on your 2008
tour. For the first time, we have a video (much better than video - it's digital!) of an entire concert, the
whole set list. The memories come flooding back - you, the band, so many friends and so many goose
bumps. Thank you, thank you, thank you, from the bottom of my heart.
Jane Crisman
Denver, CO
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Hot August Night NYC
by Michael
What a real pleasure it was to experience again, through the medium of the new DVD, the wonderful joy
of attending a 'Neil Diamond' concert. The quality of sound and picture is of the highest order and the
DVD allowed me, having attended the Croke Park show in Dublin, to re-live the extraordinary connection
made between artist and audience that characterised the 2008 tour. 'Come back again
You are the best
by Frea
How can I ever thank you enough for all that beautiful music you have made over the years. They bring
me (and so many others) so much pleasure and joy listening to your music. This new dvd just says it all.
Love and hugs from The Netherlands,
Frea Spits
With thanks . . .
by JeanieM
Thank you so much for this wonderful
gift, Neil. It is truly a treasure.
Thank you!
by Linda I
Hi Neil,
Thanks so much for the absolutely awesome CD. Love it!! Love your music!! Love you!!!
Hope to see you out on tour soon!!
Thank you,
Linda Imhof
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Neil, I am especially grateful for this wonderful
by Jewelie
set because I missed the last tour. My daughter had my first grandchild last year and I was in Fla with
them when you were in my area of NY and back home in NY when you were in Fla.
I am so happy to have this to add to my collection.
Thank you, thank you, thank you!
Mary Blanchard (Jewelie)
Thank you Neil!
by Marilyn
You bring such joy to all of us, especially when you are touring. And now we have the DVD to keep the
memories alive ! It's fantastic..
You and the band ROCK !!!!
Love,
Marilyn Pappas, Vero Beach, Florida
It takes"FRICTION" to polish a DIAMOND..
by ndluvr
Just when I thought you are at your very best then you surprise me once again. The amount of work and
expense must have been huge to get this out so quickly.
A mere Thank You seems inadequate, and I am sure you have no idea how much you given to each of
us that have followed you since the 60's, well done sir well done!! luv u
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Congratulations
by Roger
Neil,
Although I have not the DVD Hot August Night/MSG,because the big cities are too far from my town,I
hope to have it,and meanwhile I thank you so much for your wonderful DVD .
Rogelio Cartes Sanhueza
Chile
Muchas gracias
by Roger
Neil,te agradezco por el DVD Hot August Night/MSG
ROgelio
Tracey (Diamondlife)
by Diamondlife
Thank you so much Neil - I just adore the DVD - sent to me by a very special Neil friend who was at
MSG that night. It's so perfect in every way and I will always treasure it. Thank you also for the CD - it's
a great CD but Hell Yeah is just so bloody brilliant it blows me away every single time I play it (which is
constantly in my car!) Luv ya loads Neil xxx
Hell Yeah
by jeffneilfan
Dear Neil, We've waited so, so long for a DVD/Video of a complete concert. It is really important to all of
your fans to have visual memories of your wonderful concerts so that we can experience them again
and again. The Hot August Night/NYC DVD and CD are fantastic, really great quality filming and sound
reproduction. You've done us proud, please come back to the U.K. soon!
Jeffneilfan
Thank you for this DVD!
by pwillia
Thanks for a lasting recording of a long held wish.
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I've been a Neil Diamond fan since 1963 but was never able to attend a concert...sometimes due to
money...but most ofter to a fear of crowds. Finally at 67 I overcame the fear and got tickets to Philly in
2008 and then was able to attend Denver later in the year. Family went with me to help make by dream
come true.
Hope to be able to attend many more as money, health, and time permits.
Your songs are a wonderful gift and have been a part of my life for a very long time.
Thank you, Neil Diamond, and all of NDRRT and to the production crew for such an excellent product!
Pat Williamson, Divide, CO
I've Been Touched!
by estela
Neil, I adore you because the music you write and sing touches me very much and I love that.
dear neil
by jilly45us
what a truly remarkable dvd and cd, you and your band have done! wonder is the beginning of wisdom...
thanks so much for the presant you gave to your fans!! p.s. .. could you tell me please -- what is your
favorite color ??? :-) jill berg
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Leighton
by leighton
Hi Neil
Thanks for doing a full concert DVD we have all been waiting for this for years the quality of the production in top class the best concert DVD from any artist which is only to be expected from a perfectionist
like you
Leighton
Yorkshire UK
God bless you, Neil!!
by elaranjo
Neil: Thank you so much for the TV special and especially for a full length concert DVD. It was a long
time coming, but was well worth the wait. Since each tour is so different, I hope more DVD's will eventually be released. I would especially love to have the New Year's 2000 concert in Colorado released. I
loved the "In The Round" stage. God bless you, Neil. God blessed you with a great talent. Thank you for
sharing it with us and for all the songs of hope, love, and inspiration.
There Are No Words
by NYGIRL
Neil,
I cannot find any words to describe my heartfelt gratitude to you for giving your fans this long awaited
concert DVD. The DVD is superb. It captures the essence of your live performances, the music, the energy and the interaction of you and your band and fans. I have been a fan of your since your appearance at the Bitter End in 1967. I attend as many concerts as possible during each of your tours. I used to
get floor seats but could not see with everyone standing. Now I try to get a seat on the side of the stage.
With this DVD, I am able to have front row seats and I can attend a concert whenever I want to.
I know you have heard this many times but your music is a thread in the tapestry of my live. It's there for
me in good times and gets me through the bad times.
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I want to thank you, the band and everyone involved in this fantastic project. Thanks to you and the
band for giving so much of yourselves to your fans and for sharing your "Beautiful Noise" with us.
Janet Masterson
Salisbury, MD
What a thrill !!! by heyjude
by heyjude
Thanks Neil for doing this for your fans. After seeing you at MSG and Philly this time around, I am now
able to play the show again, again, and again whenever I want (and I have). You are THE MAN and a
mensch, as well!!!
Best, Judi
Thank you, Neil, for the DVD
by Patti from Boston
Dear Neil:
You have done it again, my friend! The "Hot August Night/NYC" DVD is absolutely fantastic. When
watching this DVD, you feel as if you're sitting at the concert all over again; although, I wasn't at the
Madison Square Garden shows in 2008. You have gone above and beyond your duty to your fans. I only
hope you know how much your gifts are appreciated.
The TV Special was wonderful. I thoroughly enjoyed watching the whole program, even all the many
necessary commercials.
Thank you for putting yourself all out as you did in both the DVD and the TV Special. I thank you from
the bottom of my heart, and I look forward to future concert tours. You are the best!
Patti Brennan
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Hugs and blessings to you
by janeb
Dear Neil,
First of all thank you for all the sacrafices you must have made throughout your lifetime to share yourself
and your many talents with us.
Second, thank you so, so much for this awesome DVD/CD set. It is "beautifully done". It is like being
able to attend a concert everyday and to experience those wonderful feelings your music gives to us
over and over. It is obvious you and the band always give 110% plus for your fans.
I appreciate you sharing your trip home, I loved it. You were so humble when the guys on the street did
not know who you were. Brooklyn Roads has always been one of my favorites and now to see where it
all began gives it even more meaning. I am so glad you included this on the DVD.
This tour was so special to me. We were fortunate to attend the San Antonio show and OKC, both making wonderful memories with family and meeting new friends.
Your performance of "Hell Yeah" is just so powerful and moving, like all of your songs, they make us feel
your emotion and brings the words right down to relate to our lives. Your songs always seem to just fill
any need we may have in our life at the time. A few days after I received the DVD/CD my hubby had to
have bypass surgery and I don't know what I would have done not having your music with me on the
many drives to and from the hospital(45 min each way). Your music gives strenth and hope when it is
needed most.
I hope someday to meet you and thank you in person because your music has been there for me every
stage of my life. You came into my life with "Cracklyn Rosie" when I was a teenager, carhop, looking at
the the concert poster hanging in the window at work daily just waiting for the day for my first Neil concert to arrive. Later, such a memeory in the movie theater watching "The Jazz Singer" being 8 months
pregnant with our second child and having to stand for half of the movie because I was so big and uncomfortable! LOL Now you are still bringing so much joy when I am a "Granna" and still waiting for another concert to come along!
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Truly, "Songs of Life".
{hugs} and blessing to you and the band,
Jane Bryan (Texas)
Thankyou for sharing this Neil
by Diamondgirl
with your fans....
lt was amazing to watch......
Could you bring your show down to Australia now and let us have something as wonderful as this,just
one more time :)
Thank you, Neil, for this beautiful gift.
by meggie
The DVD is great - and for me only surpassed by experiencing you live at your fantastic concert in Cologne last year.
Thanks again for sharing your music.
meggie
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Concert DVD Thanks
by rslitman
Thanks, Neil, for the concert DVD. It's great that you have finally put a full concert onto DVD. I was there
one of the nights, so that makes it extra special. So, thanks again.
The HAN/NYC, DVD is exactly what we wanted!
by Jane/VA
Hi Neil,
I hope you have a good idea of how much we appreciate this latest gift you've sent to us. I hope you
know how much we have enjoyed it, already.
For those of us, worldwide, who saw shows during the your latest tour, it the very best of souvenirs. We
can pull out that little, round, silver disk anytime we want to relive the concerts, and enjoy them in spectacular sound and energy.
For those who didn't make it to a show on the last tour, the 'Hot August Night, New York City' DVD is as
close to being there as possible.
This will get played at my house as much as LOVE AT THE GREEK, which after all these years, still
gets regular air time.
Thank you again, for all the music and all the fun for so many years.
Jane Massey / Norfolk, VA
Danke!
by Sabine Wismer
Neil, thank you so much for this wonderful gift to your fans. I can't stop smiling as it brings back so many
wonderful memories of the two concerts I was able to attend. And please don't forget your German fans
and come back soon. We love you!
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XXX
Sabine
Stunning!
by SundaySun(UK)
Neil, what can I say? This is the closest I have come to seeing you live (I only discovered you last year)
and you have TOTALLY blown me away!
It was an amazing performance. Your sincerity, passion and energy left me spell-bound and I truly felt as
if I was part of the audience. That's a gift not many performers have.
You are a genius and a true gentleman and my dream is to see you with my own eyes one day. I'm sure
you'll give me that chance!
Thank you for this special DVD and thank you for all the beautiful music you have given us.
All my love,
Claire Johnson
Scotland
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Your gift of song
by Jayhawk
Thank you for your gift of song,
Dancin' in the crowd's where I belong;
But I hear you out here in Kansas,
Where your loving fan, Marla, is…
Reminiscing in L.A.
by Virginia F.
Hi Neil,
Thank you so much for the wonderful HAN/NYC DVD. It absolutely captures the excitement and energy
of your concerts. Watching it is the "next best thing" to being there.
It will be exactly a year ago Oct. 2nd that I saw you perform at the Hollywood Bowl on a warm, beautiful
evening here in L.A. One of my favorite memories of the show is when you strolled through the promenade area while singing "Play Me." You paused within several feet of where I was, and that unexpected
moment definitely made the evening perfect!
Neil, thank you for all that you do for your fans. We are very appreciative, and you are so special to us.
Best wishes,
Virginia Feldman
Los Angeles
THANK YOU FOR THE HOT AUGUST NIGHT NYC VIDEO by GG
by GG
NEIL, THANK YOU FOR THE HOT AUGUST NIGHT NYC VIDEO
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Neil, thank you for sharing your heart, mind, soul, and spirit in this surreal recording of your 2008-2009
concert tour.
I am one of your most dedicated fans with 40 years of loyalty to you and your God-given talents. Words
cannot adequately return the love to you that I feel from this exceptional gift. Your special gift will renew
itself each time I watch it.
This exceptional treasure will remind me of your 2008 concerts I attended in Chicago, Washington DC,
Phoenix, Denver, and Salt Lake City. You had my undivided attention during each show and your special magic lives on in this special video.
Neil, I know what a perfectionist you are and how your review of this recording likely humbled you. I expect you questioned this brilliant video recording's future countless times. THANK YOU, sincerely, Neil,
for seeing this project through. Your gift of this concert recording will be treasured and revisited often. I
know it was a gift from your heart!
I've always said, "When it comes to concerts, there's Neil Diamond, and then there's everybody else."
This video captures that sentiment exactly.
Bless you for sharing it with your fans!!!
GG
Gail Goodwin
Albuquerque, NM
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Great as usual
by Mussa
Hi Neil
what a great concert and D V D. Please carry on and you still are the greatest and your music still lives
on by Kathy.
Simply Outstanding!!
by lindysuz
I've been reading all the "DVD Thanks" whilest trying to come up with some spectacular way of saying
my own thank you to Neil for his HAN/NYC DVD but I keep coming up short on what I think are the appropriate words. I struggle with just saying "thank you" because it doesn't quite seem adequate enough
to express my deepest appreciation of and to the man and his music. I've watched this DVD over a
dozen times and tonight I will watch it once again. Exactly one year ago today on September 20, 2008, I
watched him perfom at GM Place in Vancouver, B.C. Canada. When he walked on stage, the place
erupted. I am proud to admit I was one of the ones with tears in my eyes. Goodness, truth be told, I don't
think I took my eyes off him for one minute. I found myself wondering what must it be like for him to
stand there before an audience of thousands of adoring, enthusiastic people who love him? What could
that thunderous clapping, screaming and roaring possibly sound like from his perspective on stage?
What did it feel like? The concert was outstanding! Neil was outstanding! And now, thanks once again to
this man and his generosity, I can re-live this experience whenever I so desire by simply watching this
DVD. Neil, you are truly amazing.
With fondest regards,
Linda Susanne Mitchell
Sidney, B.C. Canada
Aloha
by diamondlove
Thank you Neil for the most amazing gift. I was at eight shows on this tour and watching the DVD was
just like being there again. I went through all the same emotions too - from the excitement at the first
strains of Holly Holy to being choked up during Hell Yeah. I've been playing the CD constantly since I
got it and every time Hell Yeah comes on I have to stop what I'm doing and just listen.
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I also loved the glimpse into your life and your past when you went back to Brooklyn and your old apartment. Just this year I managed to visit the house I grew up in, after 37 years. There is nothing like standing in your old bedroom again looking out the window.
I've watched you since Love At The Greek and you just keep getting better. Your music always seems to
heal whatever is wrong in my life. There are no words to tell you how much you mean to me... just thank
you, for the gift of yourself and your music.
Love you...
Sheilagh
Thank you, Neil
by shiloh777
Dear Neil,
Thank you so very much for such an awesome DVD! I went to two of your shows last year, and I'm so
happy to be able to watch it anytime I want. My dog Shiloh and I will be watching it often. Yes, the dog is
a Neil Diamond fan! He lies next to the speaker whenever I play your music. He was in another room
when your TV special came on, and came out as soon as he heard you, and watched it with me. He
does the same when I play the DVD. He has good taste in music, that dog. So from both of us, we thank
you!
--Sandy & Shiloh in TN
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Pretty Amazing Gift
by Ginny G.
Dear Neil,
Thank you so much for the gift of the DVD from your last concert. It gives me a way to summon up the
joy, the range of emotions that is a Neil Diamond concert... when I need it and not just when you happen
to be playing in a city near me. I close the curtains, turn on the DVD, stand in the living room and rock
out just as I would at a concert, minus the fear of people behind me yelling at me to sit down!
Thank you for giving us this remembrance of that wonderful tour, and of the concert experience in general. I loved the trip to your old home and the interviews as well.
God bless. We love you more than you know.
Ginny Gnadt
Simply WOWful
by Kathleen
Many thanks, Neil,
Seeing you perform live is just one of the great delights of my life.
Having this brilliantly made DVD at hand to pick up and watch at any moment I desire is just wonderful.
Talk about keeping us waiting ... wow .. this wait has been well worth it.
Many thanks again for a great momento of a great tour.
Kathleen
Many Memories
by Joan R.
Thank you Neil for presenting us fans with a great DVD. From the first show of the tour, to the last, and
some in between. I was lucky enough to be there. This live film brings back many memories. It was a
very special tour indeed. Looking forward to the next one.
Joan Rupe Nebraska
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AWESOME !!! Hell Yeah!!!
by AZNDFAN
Neil:
Thanks for the wonderful DVD of the NYC concerts. I was able to go to two concerts last year. My
daughter gave me tickets to Glendale for my birthday (since it was on my birthday) and we went to the
Las Vegas show.
I have always hoped to get a front row seat at a concert and now I have one anytime I want. What a
treat!
Seeing you sing Hell Yeah from the "front row" is especially moving.
Thanks, Neil, the DVD is awesome.
Irma
Tempe, Arizona
Thank you for the DVD Neil.
by Nancy
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Hell Yeah!
by THEchair
Neil,
This DVD is awesome! I'm so excited to get a concert version of Hell Yeah! I saw this tour in many
states, and to have it on DVD to watch over and over is beyond words. Thank you so much!
Paula K.
Seattle, WA
Joy and playfulness
by mcco
Hope you are, Neil, always as joyful and playful off stage than on stage. Never forgot those 'hot June
nights' in London, many moons ago, when you were young and the warmth of your soul then went beyond the personal grief you were going through.
Singing about reality is not bad; it's just up to us to make IT good, appreciation of what is, and no regret
for what ain't. For everyting YOU is, be happy, as you made many of us feel that way for almost half a
century. And that's not old, if you are a tree, as my daughter Carolyne said to me!
Health and joyful peace for many more years to come.
Michelle
Thank you for Be-ing
by ddubbiedo
Dear Neil,
We met several years ago at a Virgin Record's store after a mini concert for Tennessee Moon. I told you
a story how your music from Jonathan Livingston Seagull helped me to fight through a life threatening
illness as a child and how it took me 20 years to say thank you.
Now I have another reason to thank you. My mom who loved your music as much as I do suffers now
from Alzheimer's disease. The past few years she found little joy except in her video games and your
music. And when you came to town, I would always take her to see your concert and for a little while,
she would remember loving your music, dance and forget what was happening to her.
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Now, mom is in a nursing home. I took your new DVD and a mini player to her room and played it for
her. She was able to watch for a little while and smiled with some forgotten memory of the music and
enjoyed some of the songs.
She isn't always "present" when I visit her and sometimes seems to be somebody else as the disease
progresses, but seeing her smile when watching your DVD let us both remember happier times even if
only for a moment.
So another thank you is due you from me. Thank you for being such a stable constant in our lives and
once again I will say to you what I said when we met. I hope that one day someone will give to you, what
you gave to me, and now my mother.
With love always,
Deanna Dube'
Wonderful arrangements.
by davidmc
Finally...your brilliant stage magic has been properly captured for all time on dvd. Love the arrangements. The newer songs really came alive for me here. Wonderful!
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Great DVD-Love it, love it...
by branash918
Great DVD-Hot August Night - NYC Review - September 22, 2009
Love it, love it...is all I can say! Neil, I love all your music forever & always. You are my true inspiration of
all time. I see you in concert everytime you come to Philly since '80 & even in Tx. in '05 while I was living
there. You are always in my car CD player(at least 3 CDs)& my CD player at home. The Jazz Singer will
always be my all-time favorite, but just absolutely love it all! The best was seeing you in concert last in
Philly & King gave my 13 yr old daughter (another fan!) his sticks!!! Truly a great evening we had together seeing you & the band! Please come back to Philly AGAIN,AGAIN & AGAIN!!!!!!! Shanah Tovah!
OXOXOXOXOXO Stacey
It's just what we have been waiting for.
by diamondfan
Neil,Thank you so much for making this DVD. Now I can have my own private concert when I need my
Neil "fix". You are the best you really give the fans what they want and I appreciate that. Hopefully this
will hold me over until I can see you in concert again. Again thanks a lot the DVD is the greatest!!!!!
your new DVD
by Macey
Your new DVD is ALMOST better than the 3 concerts I went to(Pittsburgh,Albany,and Toronto)!!!!I love
the CLOSEUP shots!!Even from the 9th row (with binocoulars)at Toronto was not as good as the
DVD.Thank you for doing this..I kept asking why we couldn't have a DVD of each conert we go to??!! Is
that possible?LOVE YOU LOTS!can't wait to see you again!Diane
It's about time!!
by Jeff
Dear Neil,
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Finally, your fans an watch you when ever they want. Great Job on the DVD!! You're the Best. Hope it
comes out on High-Definition Blu-Ray.
Thanks, Neil
We'd wished you did one from the 2005 tour.
Best Wishes,
Bill & Jeff Collins
from Massapequa, LI, NY
Thanks for my birthday present !
by Curly
Bought the DVD immediately as a birthday present to myself! Loved it all ! It was a great idea to include
your nostalgic trip to Brooklyn--gave it a very personal touch ! It was a hoot when you sang to those kids
and they were trying to figure out who you were! The part about you and your brother roller-skating
around the table conjures up a funny picture! Could you do that now?? Did your neighbor below ever
find out that you became a world class singer/songwriter? It all was and CONTINUES to be "A Beautiful
Noise". I have the CD where you and your children are singing that. Those little voices are priceless!!!!
Thanks for so many great wonderful sensitive songs over the years. Come back to Columbus soon!
Maybe you could include "Longfellow's Serenade" on your next tour. All the best...
Shirley Horner
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GOLDEN PERFORMANCE
by Sherie
Thank you sooooo much Neil for sharing your self with the rest of us, always look forward to seeing you
perform. Loved Loved the DVD, bought 3--KEEP SINGING--by sherie
ABSOLUTLEY FANTASTIC
by tricia68
Thank you so much
What a great gift you have given us Neil by Waltraut
by Can.Anny
It was just like being there again. Hopefully we will at least one more gift......Thank you again Neil and
remember " Diamonds are forever "
Hard Copy Memories & Heartfelt Thanks
by Gail K.
As many have expressed, this DVD has such quality in so many ways - technically, musically, emotionally, and spiritually. It is a hard copy memory of seeing this concert series in person and reflecting on
how great your music makes people feel and how it bonds them together. Well done, Neil, as is everything you do! Love you so much! Gail Kops, Grefrath, Germany
Hell Yeah Neil you're the best !
by karineverhaegen
Thank you so much Neil, the DVD and CD both are fantastic, loved it all, you're simply the best !
Saw you in Antwerp, Belgium on mai 29, 2008 from the floor seats, that evening changed my life for
ever, can't wait to see you again, I'll cherish those moments for ever and ever, so good, so good, so
good !
Also thank you so much for putting the life version of Lady Oh on the cd, you sang it in my hometown
thank you, thank you, thank you. You are my inspiration for lifetime ! through myspace I met some other
Neildastic fans, we became friends for lifetime in real life also. You realy are a man of God !
So once again thank you Neil for sharing those beautiful things with us.
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Thank's for HON'NYC
by Mats61
Hallo Neil.
I thank you verry much for this wonderfull CD and DVD! I could'nd see you at your german tour, so i'm
much moore happy to see your concert from this wonderful DVD!Now it annoys me even more that I
could not be live at this fantastic performances!
I think this tour was the best of all. At 1991 i saw you live at Dortmund in Germany, a long time ago! So i
hope to see you one more time on tour!!!
Best wishes to you and your wonderful band!!!
Matthias Dröge
LU4E&E
What a difference your music has made in my life!
by justme
My great grandson loves to dance to your tunes..which I have on my cell phone. There has been many a
tear stopped because I turn on your music! Your voice seems to have a calming effect..how wonderful is
that! Thank you SO MUCH for being you!!
we love you neil
by clayfield
thank you for the dvd its just like having you in the room with us. love it thank you for all that you have
done .looking forward to your christmas cd all my love cheryl layfield ,love you
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Memories of My Father
by Tboy69
Thank You Neil for this special gift. I had recently lost my father. I grew up on your music because of my
Dad. It was always playing. I thought I would never want to listen to you again, it was so painful after
losing my Dad. I got up the nerve to buy your DVD concert and listen to you again, and boy did it blow
me away. I cried. You remind me of my Dad, and seeing you in concert brought back some great memories. My family and I saw you twice in concert. My Dad and I want to thank you. Your music gives me
peace and consoles my grieving heart.
MR. DIAMOND
by diamond41
Thank you for being a part of my life. I am a Tribute artist and I have experienced things and met great
people because of your music. You were told about me in May of '08 during a radio interview promoting
"Home Before Dark & The up coming Tour. Magic 107.7 in Orlando asked you what you thought about
me paying tribute to you and you said "I Think It's Terrific". That is probably the closest I'll ever get to
meet you, but it will stay with me forever. I was in the front row with my son at the Orlando show and we
were the ones who got everyone chanting "One More Time" after "Sweet Caroline" ( The Horn section &
Linda Press acknowledged us, very cool ) Anyway, Watching the DVD brought back every second of
that concert, my son and I have watched it many times and we still relive it like we're still there. Maybe
one day my dream will be fullfilled and I can thank you in person, but till then, about you're DVD, "I Think
It's Terrific" !
Your Fan, Your Friend,
Jack Berrios
www.adiamondtribute.com
Neil, from JC>
by candyke
I have been waiting since the sixties for a full length concert and it was worth the wait as having seen
Neil live numerous times in England it is great that now I can watch him when ever I want to.I thought his
voice was as strong as I have heard it and he still seems to enjoy his craft as much now as in the sixties.It has taken too long for him to do one but at long last a big THANKS!!!!!
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Hot August ..all year
by gillian
My man and i saw you in uk and adore you. what a star you are. Thank you for you.
Neil,
by gracerp
Loved the DVD Its truly fantastic.
Thanks for the magic Neil. Grace Kelly
Yet Another Beautiful Hot August Night
by Just Another Frog
The words, the music... the tunes. What can I say? Beautiful indeed.
Thanks from Germany
by heartlight
Hi Neil,
love the new dvd/cd. You did a great job in NY! Great homecoming story, just so cool!!! Hope to see you
back in Germany next time around. Just remember that spectacular building in cologne!!!
Thomas
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Thanks from Spain
by alexval40
Many thanks for bring us your music, thanks for the soundtrack of my life and thanks for the last world
tour and this DVD. A lot of fans are waiting you in Spain. Gracias
Hell yeah he did
by NDLOOK
Hi Neil, just everybody else I wanted to say thanks for coming out with the DVD. In fact I still watch and
listen to it on a daily basis. I hope we can look forward to more in the future.
I also wanted to say thanks for writing and performing songs so close to my life.
In other words, The story of my life.
Thanks again.
HE'LL YEAH
thanks for 40 years
by diamondville102
Neil, thats how long ive been a fan and i have to say it is a pleasure watching what i think is one fantastic dvd. I never in my life thought I AM I SAID could ever be beaten but HELL YEAH live brought a tear
to my eye.
Thanks from Dublin Ireland
Ambrose
So good, so good, so good!
by Ladycaroline
Hey Neil, thank you so much for your beautiful music and the release of the Hot August Night DVD.
Can't stop watching it over and over again.
I saw you in Antwerp Belgium on May 29, 2008. I really changed my life. And please, please come back
to Belgium! We all love you here.
And yes, you are so good, so good, so good!
Big hugs!
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Thank you,Neil
by caro
Thank you for making the DVD of your concerts; the sound is still there, and your music brings so much
joy to so many people.
Caroline, Australia
Turn off the lights, turn up the sound
by DarlaK
and relive a wonderful evening, start to finish. This is awesome! Thank you so much.
GOOD TIMES NEVER SEEMED SO GOOD
by MarcyTexas Teacher
Thank you Neil for allowing me to share the concert with you. It not only feels good on a "Hot August
Night", it is so good all year long!
Marcy, TexasTeacher
Pat & John Beckwith
by Woburn
Thank you Neil for the pleasure you have given us throughout the years with your concerts in the UK.
The most outstanding was the Woburn concert in 1976. What an unforgettable evening! Our three sons
were then quite young but have been fans ever since.
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Loved the memories!
by staci1159
Neil, just wanted to say thanks for a wonderful concert. I've been a fan of your since I was a teen, and it
was absolutely fantastic, to "revisit" all my favorites. I found myself singing and swaying along with the
audience. All the best to you! Staci Sigrist
your music was my first love
by Hello Again
I was 14 years old when I first heard your music. Now I am 53 years old,and your music still has the
same impact on me as the first time.
Your liricks,used instruments,and different tempo.The musicians,orchestra's and singers, they all bring
your music to one big celebration of art.
Thank you for your music.....and continue to make music and we grow old together.
And now the release of the DVD!!!!
Jetty van Steyn
the Netherlands
Neil,
by Toby
It is Fantastic! Hope you carry on the good work. by Yvonne Lee
what a beautiful noise
by Swissdesiree
Thank you so much Neil for your beautiful music and the long awaited DVD. Your music has filled my
heart for years and I went to your conerts whenever I could.
Maybe my english is not perfect but my thanks to you come from the heart.
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A Living Legend by Nikkster
by Nikkster
Thanks for this reminder of the wonderful evening shared with friends and other Neil fans! The music
has marked the best and worst times in all of our lives! From the first time I heard you strum Cherry,
Cherry onstage with Joe Nardone at the old Sans Souci Amusement Park, I was hooked. Your fans appreciate your talent and the connection you make with the audience! Bravo!
You Throw the Best Parties!
by DiamondStar
Dear Neil,
Being a fan for close to 40 years, I want to thank you for the great music, lyrics and your magic presence. You and the Band are truly spectacular every time I see you in concert. I always think that you
have planned the best party ever as you and we fans are singing, dancing and sharing the most exciting
and happy experience. Thank you for the many Chicago and Atlanta concerts and this treasured DVD
HANNYC to record the 2008 tour. The 2008 tour was truly fantastic!! Whenever I need a NeilFix, it's so
nice to be able to see you again via the DVD. However, a DVD isn't the REAL DEAL, so please keep the
hits coming and return to your fans as soon as you can. We start missing you as soon as the concerts
are over!
Best Wishes Always from your Atlanta, GA fan, DiamondStar.
Thanks so much
by lbullock
Thanks so much for the HAN NYC DVD. I have been waiting over 30 years for a complete concert video
release. It was worth the wait. Fantastic.
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Thank You Neil !
by TJ
Since I first heard Brooklyn Roads, it has been one of my favourites, in part because I always dreamed
of going back to the home in England where most of my childhood memories were formed back in the
50s before my family came to Australia.
I have now been back three times but have not been able to muster the courage to knock on the door.
So seeing you standing by your window, looking out on those Brooklyn roads brought a lump to my
throat and made me feel that maybe... just maybe... next time I will do it !
Thank you Neil, not just for this DVD, but for all the wonderful music you have shared with us over so
many years !
Neil, you are the best!
by pammieJ50
Dear Neil, Thank you soooo much for the latest dvd (hot august night). I watched it on the BBC channel
here in England as it was not available here at that time. Now it is available and there will be no stopping
me! You are truly the best singer/songwriter/performer ever and I am constantly amazed at your never
ending talent for composing and writing lyrics. you are truly blessed to have such a talent. And quite a
hunk to boot!! Wow! Youngsters today could learn a thing or two from you. You have brought me much
joy and comfort when no-one else could reach me. I have never seen you live in concert but sincerely
hope I do get the opportunity before it is too late for me.
Here's to you, Neil, and hoping with all my heart you continue your great works for many years to come!
With much love
Pammie
Thank You
by DianeA.
Neil, Thank you so much, I was unable to go to any concert on your last tour, I was helping my Mom
take care of my Dad who has since passed, so with this DVD I feel like I have a front row seat to your
concert, What a gift you have given to us, your fans.Thank you for your dedication to us.
DianeA.
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What a Beautiful Noise
by MELS
Neil-From my days in Vietnam(1966)to my days in New Jersey (via Bklyn), you were
always there with your music.
Thanks for the "Glory" ride.
Brooklyn Born and Raised.
Mel
Hotter than Ever in August and Always
by tmji21197
Thank you so much Neil for putting this DVD together - I have watched it so many times already!! I saw
you in concert 3 times in '08 and that wasn't nearly enough! Now I can put in the DVD when I need a
Neil fix (until you come back (hurry) this way again - Eastern US!!). This is very close to the feel of a live
concert - gets the adrenalin pumping!!! I love the spots of you in New York too - hard to believe there are
some people in this world who don't know of 'Neil Diamond' - but what a hoot to watch! Thanks again so
much for sharing this with your fans!! Love you always, Trina
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Thanks Neil
by FITZY
Hey Neil,
Thanks for the new DVD it's fantastic.I've loved your music for many years,keep it coming and hopefully
i'll get to see you live very soon.Cheers Carl
we love you!!!!!!!Thanks
by am1958
you're the best
Wonderful Presentation
by Holly-Holy
Your NY concert CD/DVD really touched my heart. I loved your visits to your old neighborhood -- it was
such a nostalgic feeling. You always outdo yourself. You are truly the greatest gift of talent, both as a
writer and a performer; and, you're a delightfully humble person. Thanks again for such a treat.
Warm regards,
Holly Hollan
www.holly-holy.com
You are the best!
by Jenelle
Thank you for the concert footage in the latest DVD. It was like being there. Can't wait for the next tour...
by Jenelle
Lincoln, Nebraska
Hot August Night / NYC
by Mike06
Hi Neil,
I come from UK and have been following you for 40 years or so, buying records, cds, dvds etc. Your Hot
August Night / NYC is brilliant and I loved every minute - come to the UK again - we love your music.
Mike Claydon
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Fantastic, i want more!
by be
Neil, wonderfull of you to release the DVD. You have been a part of my life since i can remember, your
song have carried me through evey up and down. I have been to most of your concerts in England and
its wonderfull to experiance your concert in America. Any chance of a DVD of your concert at Woburn
Abbey?? Love you loads and loads Debbie, Chelmsford UK XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
You make dreams come true!
by glenda
When I told you the story of my sister in law, who's been in a nursing home for over 25 years & never
been able to see you, you gladly signed a tee-shirt for her (along with the entire band). I framed that shirt
and gave it to Lynda. She was thrilled beyond belief and it is proudly displayed on her wall. Now that
you've released HAN/NYC, not only can I relive those awesome concerts, and see myself a few times,
but I've given Lynda a copy and she is finally able to see you as close to live as she'll ever be able to
get! Thanks for making all your fans (even the ones, you've never seen) happy again and again. P.S. A
personal thanks for your noted pics! Glenda
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Dear Neil,
by *Brooklyn*
I wanna thank you for your 'Beautiful Noise'.Every time I watch the Hot August Night/NYC DVD I'm delirious with joy as it brings back so many emotions and wonderful memories. Saw you last year in Cologne,Germany for the first time and it was a dream of a lifetime.I was moved to tears by 'I am I said' and
'Hell Yeah'. Your beautiful music reaches deep to my heart and my soul and I love it, love it, love it. No
other music can do this for me!
So - thank you so very much for being such a talented songwriter and performer and for being such a
likeable and thoughtful person. I'm looking forward to your next album.
Wish you health and happiness and PLEASE COME BACK TO GERMANY if there is another tour
sometime - we love you!
God bless you.
Kind regards, Christine from Germany
Hello, again, my friend Neil
by purreclass
Glorious show - You brighten my day always. Remember Ireland - come back soon. Thank you and lots
of love
Thank you for the wonderful DVD
by Susan N.
It is great to be able to re-live the concerts we saw last year.
Looking forward to more music in the future.
Thank you dearest Neil
by Pollyanna
Dear Neil,
Thank you, thank you, thank you for such a wonderful treat for your fans. It was so well done and allows
me to relive my treasured concert experience in Charlotte. Your music is woven into my life and this is a
celebration of that music every time I put in this fantastic dvd. Thank you for your music, your graciousness, and a concert experience like no other.
lots of appreciation & love,
Deb Ogden
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again - thanks!!
by rwssdrm
ND this was such a welcome surprise - to have released this DVD of the MSG shows.
finally i can have a great concert dvd that can be shared with friends & family.
up to this point, there really not not been anything near this quality level available ( other than the real
thing - being there ).
i have been there for many, many years and at many, many shows - MSG included.
Thanks again for this gift of song......
NYC Hot August Night
by didsm0824
Hi Neil
thanks for the Great Cd/Dvd.
love ya
loveneil2(Susan)
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Neil
by elin
Thank you Neil, been a big fan for 40yrs now & want to say a huge thank you for a superb DVD, it's like
having a personal concert. Crank up the volume, glass of wine....
Please come back to the UK soon, here in Devon, where I live, is a beautiful place & you'll be most welcome. X
I am I said Fan Group
by flowerlady35
Thank you,we will always love you and your music-Alyce V
HELL YEAH !!
by KLIN112550
Thanks Neil, A Superb Hot August Night 2008
by Ian Graham
Thanks Neil for a fantastic new DVD of the Hot August Night/NYC concerts. Simply wonderful to have a
full length concert of all the great songs, and in your home town of New York City to ice the cake.
Keep healthy and tour again soon.
Ian Graham.
DVD THANKS!!to NEIL and ND BAND
by Hansie
Dear Neil ,
THANKS!
When i finally met you in Rotterdam in May 08 after 36 years being a ND fan i said to you ,this moment
makes my life complete. After all the 2008-2009 concerts and the release of this superb HAN New York
concert DVD and 2 CD set you made many lives including mine more complete.
Fantastic sound and video!
Neil,and super neil diamond BAND!
All the best and THANKS for every second so far.
See you all soon in concert again?
Hans
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You keep us going Neil
by diamondgrljan
I would like to thank you Neil for putting out HAN - I feel we have come full circle since the first concert
which I know by heart having listened to numerous times over the years. I love the fact that you are still
singing the same songs and patently enjoying making the same beautiful noise that keeps so many of
us going! Thank you from the bottom of my heart Neil,xx
Anne M.
by Erigby651
Thanks, Neil for the great dvd. It's been too long since you've put your concerts out for the public. The
DVD looked absolutely beautiful and I enjoyed every minute of it. I've been a fan for about 40 years now
and you just get better. I was at that concert in NY and it just brought back the wonderful memories of
that night. I've been to all of your concerts going back to the Wintergarten in NY in 1972. You're just fantastic. Thanks for the music and thanks for the memories.
Danny1943
by Danny1943
Takes me back to the Glasgow show only not raining.Give us more,
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Awesome!
by neilmac
Neil,
Thanks for a truly awesome dvd & album. Brought back all the memories & emotions i experienced at
Hampden Park. (Apart from the torrential rain & a little lightning)
An even bigger thanks for the music i`ve listened to since i was a kid. Without your music my world
would be a empty place. Don`t hang up those tour boots & don`t forget the way to Scotland when you
put them back on.
God bless,
Neil.
No One Does It Like You
by carolray
You are amazing. Your voice was the only thing that could calm a country girl driving in 5 lane Atlanta
traffic at 5 pm. We won't argue Elvis as King - but surely you are the Prince. You do such a great performance, you love the audience and we love you right back. I have seen you in 2 concerts but want
more. Will you tour again? Do Raleigh, NC or close by. You still have it!! When anyone says Neil 'who', I
simply say Neil DIAMOND! He's the best! And so you are. Thank you so much.
Thanks so much Neil
by Ann W.
Again, you are the best Neil. I loved the DVD/CD. It brings back memories. I attended 3 of your MSG
concerts and loved all of them. You are outstanding. I hope to see you on tour in the near future.
Love,
Ann
And The Singer Sings His Song
by alex
Thank you, Neil, for a wonderful performance at Madison Square Garden. I was at your concert with
some of my friends on 8/12/08, and (as usual) you did not disappoint. Inasmuch as my eye was in the
viewfinder of my camera during practically the entire concert, I managed to overcome my eagerness of
taking photos (hoping to capture every moment), by reminiscing the wonderful sound of music and song
which I have been familiar with for a good part of my life. From a performer who withstood adversity, the
rigorous nature of his environment and celebrity status, we have come to realize the amazing talent
which this man has shared with all of us through song and music. Many thanks go out to the band as
well, and all of it's members throughout the years. The "sound of music" produced by this magnificent
group of people goes beyond saying. Culminated by the "Hot August Night/NYC" DVD (which I am
hopefully a part of), who could ask for anything more! And the singer sings his song,
And the children dance along,
And the singer sings his song,
And we dance along.
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Thanks, again, Neil Diamond!!!
Alex R. Westner
What a Great Gift
by Porcupine Pie
What a great gift to fans. You have given so much pleasure and so much of you self for so long (42
years for me). To have this concert (I was at two of them) to experience over and over is a real treat.It is
topped off by knowing it all comes from a real mensch!
Thanks for ALL of it.
Steve
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Oh What A Night
by LI diamondgirl
Neil thank you so much for making this DVD - Every time I watch it, I feel like I am back in MSG enjoying
the concert...the best part of your tour was actually meeting at the hotel in San Jose.
Ellen
We will always love you & your music-by flowerlady35
Wow -thanks Neil
by judy r
After attending over 100 concerts this is the next best thing and it is great. THANKS NEIL!
You did enjoy that bite of the Big Apple! Crunch!
by Pa.Anno
Hi Neil,
Just like to tell you how much I enjoyed you recent TV special and DVD of Hot August Night.
I got to see you in concert in Philadelphia.The Madison Square Garden engagement is the one I would
have loved to attend in person, now I have a taste of it anyway! You were terrific!! Your Grandson had it
right--you did knock them dead!
It was fun to see you in your old neighborhood,and take a video walk with you down memory lane . After
listening to your Brooklyn Roads ( which I love) it was enlightening to get a glimpse of your life in NYC.
Your music is a soothing balm for my mind and spirit! I love your old recordings--the new--and everything in between!
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I know you must be a wonderful and giving man. Your music throughout the years reflects your positive
and loving spirit. Looking forward to your next album! How's the new songs flowing?
Congratulations on your Billboard ranking! Enjoy your triumph! Hope to hear from you on Twitter! ( AnnoPa)
Love, Diane Janis
Neil, what can I say
by cherry10
Neil, after more than 40 years of following your beautiful music and the superb shows I have seen, nothing can beat last year's shows. A big big thank you for the superb dvd/cd sets. What a marvellous and
wonderful thing you have done in giving us this reminder of such a magnificent tour. Hell Yeah was the
stand out song, it made the hair on the back of my neck stand on end and sent a shiver down my back.
12 Songs and Home Before Dark have been absolutely wonderful albums. A big thank you and lots of
love from
Margaret
Inverness, Scotland
Thanks
by joyeu
Absolutely wonderful. Thank you Neil Joy
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millwie59
by millwie57
Neil, what can I say??? Your music will live on forever in my heart. I have all of your albums and CD's
and your latest Hot August Night, New York is the best!!! I'm sure going back to your hometown really
took your heart and mind back. You really seemed to enjoy seeing your old apartment and what they
had done to it. Keep the music coming and I do hope you come back to Pittsburgh, PA for more concerts. Unfortunately I had to miss the last Pgh concert, but will definitely come to see you next time
you're in town. Love ya!!!
Thank you for the best music in the world
by Sherylf
Neil,
Your music is an integral part of my life; I can't imagine it not being in my life. Keep touring and keep
making us happy. Some day I hope to meet you.
Luv,
Sheryl F.
Love the new dvd, Neil
by Eolia
Dear Neil,
I love the new Hot August Night/NYC dvd. The only thing that would make it better is if it had closed captioning or English subtitles! I'm a totally deaf fan of yours and love your song lyrics and really enjoy the
other dvds like...Greatest Hits Live and The Thank You Australia Concert. Those have closed captioning
and/or subtitles. Makes it easier to follow along with your songs. I just put my hands on the speakers to
feel the music...love your music. My family and I went to your concert in Charlotte, NC last year. It was
really great. I have a 12 year old daughter named Caroline, and play "Sweet Caroline" a lot for her.
That's one of my favorite songs of yours, too.
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Jan
Many Thanks
by kathy-k
Thanks so much for the great concerts, the DVD and the wonderful TV special...you rock, Hell Yeah is
dynamite and we fall in love all over again...Kathy-K
Larry Kendrix WQUT-FM 101.5
by larry kendrix
Neil, Thanks for so many years of great music, and many more years to come. God Bless.. Keep on
rockin.. Larry Kendrix.. WQUT FM.. Gray Tennessee..
You are the "diamond" in my life"...
by bmandelste
I loved your HAN. I've been to ALL you shows whenever you are in Houston. Thanks for your music.
From a fellow New Yorker. I just walked across the Brooklyn Bridge while visiting NY.
Keep writing and singing forever.
A HUGE fan. Barbara
Neil
by Liveek
Thank you so much for this long awaited DVD, it brings back wonderful memories of my time at the concerts. Love it, love the music, and we love you.Joan UK
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Many Thanks
by neilfanforever
Neil you are the best.
thank you for giving your fans this great DVD. Every time I watch it I stand and applaud, with also shedding some tears.
Great job.It only makes me want for more.
Keep on rocking.
Love YA
AnnMarie
Thank you Neil
by Scot
I love the DVD and the 2 Disc CD,
listen to the CD when i go to work,
on the subway.
Thanks again Neil
Your the Greatest
Scot.
P.S hope to see you here again in Toronto.
Truly Awesome!
by NDfan4life
Dear Neil, Thank you so much, for this truly fantastic release! The show was absolutely wonderful, and I
get goosebumps every time I listen to it. I know how special it was for you to visit your apartment,
school, etc, and I appreciate very much that you shared that experience with us, your fans. I have been
a huge fan, ever since I was born, you're the best! And your music will always be a huge part of my life.
Thank you for everything!
Sincerely, Michael in Florida
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There are very happy hearts here.....
by June M
To our Neil,
My feeling is that you are gifted inside (Hurricane Ivan help)and out! Your let us enjoy your musical talents in a style that changes people in many ways. You make our lives brighter and our hearts and minds
colored with your music!
Thank you again, the DVD was a great idea. Perhaps you can do another one after your next tour. I do
hope a tour is in the works.
Love from our hearts through music,
June Maxson and family
I'm VERY APPRECIATIVE
by Karen4him
Neil...
I really appreciate you releasing the Hot August Night/NYC DVD. I've been a fan of yours since the beginning and no other artist touches my heart and soul like you do. Please, don't EVER stop. I'm looking
forward to more music and performances from you! GOD BLESS YOU NEIL DIAMOND!!!
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AWESOME!
by DbqSue
Neil,
Thank you so much for giving us this wonderful DVD. It brings back wonderful memories of your awesome concert in Denver. Just watching the DVD gives me goosebumps and makes me feel connected
to the audience. Thank you for sharing your heart and soul with us ...
Sue Milligan in Colorado
A VERY SPECIAL MAN
by psheets
Dear Neil,
Every time I hear your songs, or see your concerts, I cry because I love you and your songs so much !
Thank you Neil for this very classy DVD and for making me feel alive and loved again and again! Every
word you sing touches me in a very special way. You are such a beautiful person and I'm so glad you
followed your heart and began your lifelong career as a Very Special Man. Hmmmm-perhaps there
should be a song about YOU titled A VERY SPECIAL MAN! Pat Sheets
Thank you Neil
by Jo-Marie
Your music is really the best and your shows fantastics.
Marie-Jo from France
Neil, Thank you for your Gift of Song
by Jean
Hot August Night/NYC, the DVD...Pretty Amazing! To be able to relive one of the most amazing shows
you've ever given your fans is a dream come true...the ultimate for any fan. It brought back so many
memories of not only the last tour but all of the tours that came before and anticipation of those yet to
be. I know you put yourself out of your comfort zone by allowing cameras to record your every move so
please know how much it's appreciated.
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This DVD is such a joy to watch...it again reminds me that it all goes back to your music and your presence on stage. That's where the love started and where it is 42 years later. Hell Yeah!
You truly are a gift to this world. So until the next tour...Hugs!
Jean Scigliano
Des Moines, Iowa
THANX NEIL....
by greencat17
THANX FOR THE DVD NEIL, IT IS A WONDERFUL SHOW.....I WISH THEY WOULD RELEASE THE
1976 ALADDIN THEATER SHOWS, I JUST WATCHED THEM ON YOU TUBE, AND IT WAS A WONDERFUL SHOW ALSO........ANYWAY, KEEP ON ROCKIN', AND GOD BLESS!
JOSHUA
DVD HAN NYC
by Vincent
40 years Neil, that is as long as I have been married, only seems like yesterday. So we must have done
something good. The DVD gives so much insight as to what you all go through, keep doing what you do.
I have never got tired of hearing your earlier songs, and love the new ones too.
Keep it coming!!!!.
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Thank you, thank you, THANK YOU
by Terri
Dear Mr. Neil Diamond,
I have been a fan of yours for longer than I can remember (40+ years). I saw this concert live in Chicago
and then again in Grand Rapids, Michigan - they were AWESOME! This DVD is the next best thing to
seeing you live. It (the DVD) is such a beautiful expression of love. You put so much emotion and love
into your concerts every time I have seen you perform. I have laughed and cried at every one of them.
Every time I watch this DVD I feel like I am taking that same Love and emotion away from you and I will
never be able to give that back or repay it. "Thank you" seems to come up so very short of the love, appreciation and respect that I feel for you, your music and your talent. With both hands over my heart I
want to say a very sincere THANK YOU from the bottom of my heart. I will treasure this DVD (along with
all of your other CD's and DVD's that are in my collection) forever. You are the BEST. Your music always touches my heart and soul. Thank you so much and may God Bless you and yours forever. I hope
to see you on the road again soon. Your loving fan forever, Terri Falk
Spectacular!
by joanie
Neil,
I've followed you for forty years...You're still the greatest! This DVD was as good as the first "Hot August
Night"! Thank God we have Neil Diamond!
God Bless!
Joanie
Brilliant!!!
by ilaschke@ntlworld.com
Thank you so much Neil!!!
Thank you from Germany
by Martina
Thank you for this wonderful dvd. It is a wonderful piece to remember the concerts you gave last year in
germany. Hope to see you again in germany. Martina
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Your DVD was a great wedding anniversary gift.
by Barbi1016
When I saw your concert in Albany, NY, it was my 37th wedding anniversary. When I bought the DVD, it
was in time for my 38th. It reminds me of the first concert I ever saw you do. That was in 1970, at the
SUNY college @ Geneseo, NY. Thanks for the DVD. The only thing that could be better is to actually
meet (and thank) you in person. Maybe someday. (sigh) Barbara Frolke
Thank you so much
by mzoricak
Dear Neil,
Since I was 12 your music has touched my heart in so many ways. Now I'm 52 and your music is still my
favorite. You never disappoint and I wish you the very best going forward. God Bless you and be well.
Marianne Zoricak
Thanks So Much !
by firehead
Although you don't know it but you and your songs have helped me through some very rough times in
my life. I have been attending your concerts since 1976 and have enjoyed each and everyone of them.
Ok, I will admit in 1976 I was very far away from the stage BUT I keep getting closer each year. Now
when you tour the East Coast, I do get to attend 2-3 of your concerts. Oh Wow! You are the greatest !
Thank You Neil from the bottom of my heart. From Sue L (UK)
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HOT AUGUST NIGHT DVD
by ROBERT
HELLO NEIL,
THANKS FOR RELEASING THIS DVD OF YOUR HOT AUGUST NIGHT SHOW IN NYC. YOU AND
THE BAND WERE EXCELLENT.
IF YOU RELEASE ANOTHER DVD IN THE FUTURE, PLEASE CONSIDER THE TROUBADOUR IN LA
OR THE BITTER END IN NYC.
ALSO YOUR WOBURN ABBEY,GREEK THEATER AND GLASTONBURY SHOWS WOULD BE
GREATLY APPRECIATED BY ALL YOUR FANS.
GOOD LUCK WITH YOUR FUTURE PROJECTS.
SINCERELY,
BOBBY TROTTER
MCCRORY, AR
Thank You So Much
by Leanne
Thank you for the wonderful souvenir. It is great to at least see a show from the tour.
This is something you should do more often because your many fans in places you are unable to get to
the chance to experience the show.
Congratulations on a job well done

♥

Leanne Cork
Sydney, Australia
Thank you Neil for the best DVD of my life by Joan Digilio
by maudie
I have been waiting for a DVD of this caliber for many years. It is the best and you are the best. Enjoy
the fame - yopu deserve it and please come out again soon. We all love you.
... And such a huge privilege to be able to enjoy your beautiful, unique music , Neil - By BeccaLuvs (South Africa!)
by Rebecca
For me, the only 'constant' in an often turbulent world. Your truly amazing music - a song for every
mood .... awakened me, lifts me, gives me hope, stregthens 'love', sets me free! .... and more, so much
more Thank you
Rebecca
danielle from FRANCE
by danielle
I am from FRANCE and was lucky enough to see one of your shows in London last year. The DVD
brings back all the memories of an unforgettable night. Neil it is a great gift to your fans and it shows that
you care. Thanks a million. Your music has been part of my life for years; You are the best musician, the
best entertainer and the greatest man. I will tresure this DVD just as I will always treasure your music.
Please please come back to the UK soon. We are waiting for you. wishing you the best always
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Thank you Neil
by lena
I enjoyed every minute of the concert on Cd and can't wait for you to come back out on tour. I really like
your music alot.Thank you for all the years that you have given everyone Beautiful Noise.
Thank you Neil!
by Joni.CanadianBeliever
Thank you Neil for Hot August Night New York! It is wonderful! I've had the opportunity to see you perform in Edmonton and Calgary, Alberta and this DVD brings back such warm memories - thank you for
filming and sharing a little about yourself. I have made wonderful friends because of you Neil. Your music draws people of all ages together, it is truly universal showing we all have the same aches, pains,
wants, and LOVE. Thanks Neil for being you and giving us your "Beautiful Noise" (sorry, I couldn't resist). love, Joni.CanadianBeliever Pitzel
Thank you Neil
by dragonspirit
So great to have a dvd of a concert I got to see! It was fantastic! by Sharon
Thank you again
by denjuls
Neil,
Thank you once again for more of your wonderful music. I can't wait for the next round.
Julie D
Where did those forty years go Neil?
by Tom Iskalis
Neil -

♥

Listening to Hell Yeah, with all of its passion and raw emotion, rekindled for me (at the ripe age of 52)
such powerful memories of listening to I Am I Said in '72 as a mere teen. Thank you Neil for forty wonderful years. Continued good luck and good health.
Tom
Naperville, IL
Angel Above my Head
by jeffh
Neil, I saw you for the first time in 1972 at the Minnesota State Fair when I was 15 years old. Brought my
mom to see you at the old Met Center in Bloomington MN (2 rows back from the stage) in 1986, you
waved at her and she was so excited. I played Angel Above my Head at her funeral in 2001.
Thanks for the Music and Memories....
Take Care
Jeff
Thank you for so many gifts
by Booper
Thank you so much for another special gift. Your music has been a part of my life for so long. I have
smiled, cried, made love and danced with joy to those now so familiar words. May God continue to bless
you with your wonderful talent for many more years to come. When Angels in Heaven sing beautiful music, are your songs among them?
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Thank You So Much...........
by TriBabe
Neil, I loved the concert in 2002 from Ireland and wished it had been the whole thing. Can't tell you how
happy I was to see the new DVD. I am training for my first Ironman triathlon and listen to the Live from
Las Vegas 2002 concert from the "Stages" CD/DVD all the time. I am so looking forward to adding your
new concert to my iPod. It has to drive my neighbors crazy when I play the DVD over and over. Sometimes I throw in The Jazz Singer just to change up the music! I had a great time at your recent LA concert too. The tickets were worth every penny. You looked so handsome up there and the new style of
You Don't Bring Me Flowers with Linda is wonderful. I wish you many more years of success and look
forward to the next LA concert opportunity! Shalom and Good Luck.. Lori Kamler, Huntington Beach, CA
DIAMOND IS FOREVER
by ndfan
For many decades now, you and your music have been a wonderful part of my life. Your music has always gone straight from your heart to ours, from your soul to ours, and on and on...That's what keeps us
connected after all these years! Many thanks for the HOT AUGUST NIGHT/NYC DVD. I received it as a
gift for my birthday!
With love & appreciation,
Pat from Los Gatos, CA
Thank You, Neil!
by NanciFromSPhilly
Neil, I just want to say thank you for this fabulous DVD! The 2008 tour was wonderful. I only saw your
concert when you were here in Philadelphia, but I was happy with those two concerts. The weekend was
wonderful, as I spent it with my friends. Of course, you made it even more special and memorable when
you took the picture with me. Watching the DVD, even though it's your concerts at Madison Square Garden, brings back those special memories.
Thank you, Neil, for being the special and caring person you are.
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Love you,
Nanci
Not enough words
by asuwrn
Neil, There are not enough words to say thank you, not only for the DVD, but for 40 years of your beautiful music touching my heart. And the best part is, you just keep getting better! I can't wait to see what's
next. Deb
Sunshine in the Midst of Tearful Days
by Christine
Dear Neil,
On behalf of my mom, my three little boys, and myself, thank you for the wonderful memories of your
last tour. We love the video very much, and my little boys love to grab their guitars and sing and dance
to your words and songs. My father just passed away in July, and it has been a tough few months; however, when my mom is over and my little guys are singing and dancing to your beautiful DVD, my mom
smiles. Her smiles are few and far between right now, so I am delighted when you and my boys can
bring her some light on such sorrowful days. Thank you so much! Love, Christine Licoscos (mother,
Beverly Steele, and my three sons Luc (6), Trystan (5), and Collin (4))
Dvd
by Vedette
Diamonds are forever, but Neil will always shine!!!
Thanx a lot
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You Are a Blessing To This World In Which We Live....
by Annastacia/cAN'T wAIT
How gracious,thankful and humble you are Neil, setting aside your own feelings of taping your show live
for your fans.....we are still so in love with you and all you do...we know it is for us out here in never
ever-land....I have never taken any gift you send our way as "for granted or owed"....I have always seen
your gift* as an Artist,Singer,Writer,Performer, and the wonderful man you are...simply put ....A Blessing
from Heaven....Thank you forever and ever for sharing this live moment with us. Loving you from Nashville, TN Annastacia aka, Stacy
Again, again, again
by Winnie
The DVD/CD awaited has finally arrived in France. Hats off M. Neil Diamond on your performance, to
make us spend all your energy and make us shudder with each song. It's great Diamond that you gave
us. Thank you very much for this great moment. Bigs hugs
A BIG THANKS!
by caroljeanchapman
Thanks so much for your wonderful gift of music. I am truly a "Big Fan" of yours! Keep up the good work!
Carol, Lubbock, TX
Timeless Music Lives On
by vermonter16
Neil - I have been listening to you since a friend brought me to one of your concerts when I was 12. That
was just over 20 years ago and I have been fan ever since. I find your lyrics heartfelt - that truly come
from the soul. Thank you for continuing to write and to sing and to put out CDs and DVDs. I appreciate it
and so does everyone else.
Jennifer Blanchard
Manassas, VA
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Dank je wel, Neil!
by brooklynann
Thank you Neil for being my companion in life, in good days and in bad days. Whenever I listen to your
music my heart lights up! And thanks for starting the 2008 tour in my home town, Rotterdam. It was
great! Thank you!
Many thanks Neil
by julie uk
Thankyou so much for the dvd it brings back so many happy memories from the 2008 tour.
I attented 6 concerts here in the UK and was lucky enough to see you and the band at a bus call in Birmingham which for me i will never forget.
Hope to see you in concert again soon.
Best Wishes
Julie.
Finally got the DVD today
by Gisela_Germany
and I really really love it. It brings back all the memories of the concerts with you in Munich, Cologne,
Hamburg and Dublin 2008.
Thanks for that. And: please please please release more DVDs. Your gigs are always fantastic and we
fans would love to have more of them on DVD. What about Woburn 2005 next?
Love - see you on your next tour
Regards from Germany, Gisela
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OH YES! LET THE LITTLE BOY SING!!!
by sweetcaroline
Dear Neil, Thank you for the BEST gift ever. The DVD is perfection. MSG was one of the venues that
my daughter and I went to, and she has her copy of the DVD too.
NEIL DIAMOND syndrome "runs in the family", and 4 yr old grand daughter (Sofi) all ready rocks to your
music. If we can't see you LIVE, then this is the next best thing. Thanks again, Mr. D.!!!!
Carol Becker (Baltimore)
To Neil, the gift that keeps on giving
by Kathie
Thank you so much for all you give to us. The lyrics, the music, the tours, the band, & you, yourself. You
share it all with us, your fans, & we truly appreciate it. This latest gift is a treasure. I have been on the
road going to your concerts for many years & will be there whenever you are on the road again. Many,
many thanks to a very special person. Kathie Madvig, St. Paul, MN
"Thank You" is so inadequate, but...
by bigmatt
"Thank You" is so inadequate, but it's all I have. For over 40 years, I've been a fan, ever since I heard
"Thank the Lord for the Nighttime" on the radio. Many of the best times I've enjoyed in my life have been
while lisgtening to your music or going to your shows, and now this: a way to enjoy the great times forever.
This is the single best concert presentation I've seen from any artist, made even greater by the fact that
it contains so many great songs form my genreation's greatest perfomer. Thank you most of all for including "Hell Yeah", which I now consider the replacement for "I Am...I Said" as the greatest song ever
written.
I hope to one day be able to meet you and to find the strength to tell you how much your music has
meant to my life. For now, please accept this sincere appreciation for what you've given to so many
around the world.
Matt

♥

Music for a lifetime
by cb8ty
Your music has been the soundtrack to my life - from "Cherry, Cherry" (that was me in college in 1966)
to "I Believe in Happy Endings" (just in the nick of time!) and all the "stuff" in between. It's been an
amazing journey, though I have to say "Love On the Rocks" wasn't much fun. I have often accused you
of following me around and looking in my windows in order to write your songs. "Songs of Life" is one of
my all/old time favorites and "Home Before Dark" is the culmination of a lifetime traveling with you. I
can't imagine a post script - but I am eager to see what's going to happen to me next .....
The love of my life took me to my first Neil Diamond concert. Years later, I took him to one. Many years
later, I gathered my children and their spouses from multi states for a concert in Sacramento - you were
often an "Oh Mom" moment in their home growing up. The frosting on the cake was when my son took
me on a date to see you in Denver not long ago for my Christmas present.
And now I have a concert on DVD to watch whenever I want - what a gift of memories you continue to
provide. Thanks for all of them.
Cherie
Hot August Night NYC
by purreclass
Neil you are the best - keep coming to Ireland - we love u by purreclass
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Beautiful Noise by fairlady
by fairlady
Around 1974, in Houston, Tx. I was a busy mom, three children, my 15 year old son called down to me
and said "Mom, don't you want to listen to some good music while you're cleaning. Sure, I said. Up
came the volume and away I went into the world of "Neil Diamond" and his music. Needless to say, Neil,
you have been in our lives every since. Now, 28 yrs later living in Austin, Tx. have attended several concerts thru the years, many times going to N. C. & other states to share the joy with my sisters. Your concert albums are treasured as they along with my many albums, keep the memories alive. My husband,
who also enjoyed your music, looked very much like you, unfortunately he passed away July 9, 2009.
Will miss sharing your music with him. We always carried our albums with us on our road trips. Again,
THANK YOU, keep the beautiful noise coming. fairlady, Austin, Texas 9/25/2009
Thank You So Much! Its Brilliant!
by olwen_b
Dear Neil,
Just to say a huge thank you for the wonderful dvd and cd. Each time I watch it and listen to the cd, I
recapture the excitement of the two wonderful concerts I attended last year in Manchester and London.
Best wishes.
Olwen Bartram.
Nicola - Dublin, IRELAND
by tunguska
Hi Neil, Thanks very much-DVD is the next best thing to being there in New York. Have been to see you
every time you've been in Dublin but have never realised my ambition to get a seat in the front row, so
your DVD is the next best thing. Love Home before Dark play it all the time. Best wishes from Ireland,
Nicola.
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Hell Yeah for a Fabulous DVD Neil
by Malibu
Hell Yeah Neil- the DVD is fabulous as we knew it would be. Thank you so much for all the wonderful
music & concerts over the years. The huge bonus with such a DVD is that we can watch it at anytime
and if circumstances ever prevents us from attending concerts, the huge upset will be lessened as we
will have a DVD lifelong reminder of you at your best.
THANKS
Malibu - London
One year ago today
by caroltmoon
I was flying to San Jose from my home in Sydney Australia for the first of eight concerts to see you "Live
in America." Although New York City was not on my itinerary, the DVD gives me a front row seat for the
most wonderful, everlasting memory I have of the concerts I attended in California(5) Phoenix & Texas
(2). Thank you so much Neil - now all we need is to see you here in Australia next year.
Fond love Carol Butler - Sydney Seven
Thank You!!!
by dbldimnd
Hi Neil,
I've never been very good at putting my thoughts and feelings out there so I'm just going to say a HUGE
thank you for the DVD and hope you know that it means the world to me. It helps me relive those concert moments which were absolutely awesome!!! Can't wait to see you on the road again!
Sharon
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THANKS SO MUCH FOR YOUR WONDERFUL MUSIC
by DIAMONDWOMAN
DEAR NEIL
HELLO, I WANTED TO SAY HOW MUCH I ENJOYED YOUR NEW DVD IN NYC, ALL I CAN SAY IS
WOW.NEIL YOUR MUSIC IS SO TIMELESS AND PEOPLE MANY GENERATIONS ENJOY ROCKING
OUT TO YOUR MUSIC. MY NAME IS JILL, AND IVE BEEN TOLD IM RELATED TO YOU ON MY
MOTHERS SIDE, BOTH OF MY PARENTS GREW UP IN NY, I WAS RAISED ON YOUR MUSIC BEFORE I EVEN CAME OUT OF THE WOMB (1966)WE ALWAYS PLAYED YOUR MUSIC ON LONG
ROAD TRIPS AND IT ALWAYS MADE THE DRIVE A GREAT EXPERIENCE. IVE BEEN TOLD IM
YOUR THIRD COUSIN, I NOW RESIDE IN SAN DIEGO CALIFORNIA, SO IF YOU EVER GET TO
SAN DIEGO AGAIN I WOULD LOVE TO COME TO ANOTHER ONE OF YOUR CONCERTS. NEIL
PLEASE KEEP THE MUSIC PLAYING, YOU MAKE MY HEART SING WITH JOY AND YOU BRING
ME MUCH HAPPINESS. TAKE CARE AND I LOVE YOU SO VERY MUCH.
WITH ALL MY LOVE AND MUSIC
JILL A. (CASHUK)FRAITAG-PALHEGYI
Thank You!
by cer
The DVD is wonderful. It's as close to being at one of your shows as you can get! Both the videography
and sound are wonderful!
You had me at Hell Yeah. It always makes me cry.
Thank you!
by JoAnnR
The DVD is a treasure - what fun it was to relive the last tour. The added footage of your trip back to
Brooklyn was beyond any expectation I had. Seeing you look out the window onto Brooklyn Roads was
awesome.
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Thank you again.
JoAnn Reed
What a wonderful gift!
by Kate Mira
Thank you so much for this wonderful DVD/cd set. It's the next best thing to seeing you and the band
live! Beautifully done! Makes me look forward to the next tour even more if that's possible!
Thanks for the memories!
by diamond55
Hi its me, the out of body person, Patty. I was at your St Paul & Grand Forks concerts with Smiley 53 in
2008. She told our story. I tell you I never was in so much awe as I was the night we met you in Grand
Forks. I really couldn't talk. I will never forget that and I just want you to know it was a great experience.
Can't wait for your next concert so please hurry and write some more music if that's what it takes!
Love
Patty aka Mrs Diamond55
Thanks Neil
by suebar
I will move heaven and earth to see your concerts in Brisbane, please come back soon
Thanks Neil.
by AussieVal
What a great DVD, maybe you could bring the show to Australia soon??? We are all ready for you.
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Thank You for the Memory Filled DVD
by smiley53
Thank you Neil for the AWESOME DVD.I watched it with Patty (my sister inlaw & bestfriend also BIG
Neil fan). We went to your 2008 concert in St Paul & then we decided to attend the concert in Grand
Forks,ND - ROAD TRIP. We totally spoiled ourselves in Grand Forks & bought our tickets through I Love
All Access. We didn't know what to expect but what we got were front row center tickets, what could be
better then that. Well let me tell you what, the night before the concert we were sitting in the very small
casino with about 6-10 other people including the staff. You came in through a door behind the bar &
walked through the casino. Patty yells there's Neil Diamond we both jump up any hurry after you, we
followed you out to the lobby where you stopped took out your camera & came back into the casino. You
walked through with your camera taking video of us & other people in the casino. Patty & I were the only
2 people standing there & by chance I had my Home Before Dark CD in my backpack, you stopped &
we talked(I talked with you Patty was in AWE & didn't speak, she told me later she was having an out of
body experience,Ha Ha. I don't let her forget that experience, it was sooooooooo fun. You signed my CD
(I had to buy a new CD to listen to because I am getting the signed one framed). Thank you for taking
the time to talk with us, also I would like to let you know that the same casino on Saturday night after
your concert was Packed. So to get down to the Thank You for the DVD, when we watched this together
it brought back such a fun time in Grand Forks. I have watched the DVD several times, I love watching it
when I am doing my walking exercise but it is really hard to focus on walking & not start dancing(well
dancing is excercise also). We look forward to your future concerts & until then we have the DVD.
Smiley & Patt
glad your here with me tonite
by capecodsuzie
thank you so much for all your music, Your the only thing keeping me going. Looking forward to another
xmas album
HELL YEAH !! GREAT STUFF !!!
by KLIN112550
DEAR NEIL,
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I WROTE MANY WEEKS AGO, AND I FEEL THE NEED TO SAY THANX FOR THE DVD AND THE
CD AGAIN. THERE AREN'T ENOUGH WORDS TO DESCRIBE THE WONDER OF YOU.
THANX FOR PURSUING YOUR PASSION OF MUSIC. THIS ENTIRE WORLD IS A MUCH BETTER
PLACE TO BE IN BECAUSE OF YOU YOU. YOU ARE IN MY THOUGTS DAILY AND I ENJOY YOUR
MUSIC SOOOOOOOO AND YOU MUCH.!!!!!!!
MANY OF THE LADIES THAT I WORK AROUND AT THE T J MAXX DISTRIBUTION CENTER HERE
IN EVANSVILLE, INDIANA LOVE YOU ALSO.
IT IS AMASING HOW PEOPLE WILL TRAVEL HOURS AND HOURS AND SPEND $$$$$ TO SPEND
A FEW HOURS IN YOUR PRESENCE, EVEN WHEN WE REALLY CAN'T AFFORD IT.
WHEN GOD CREATED YOU, HE CREATED A MAN WITH SO MUCH TALENT, IT IS INCREDIBLE.
ALL I CAN SAY IS, KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK AND KEEP YOUR HEALTH IN TOP CONDITION !!!
WE WILL SEE YOU ON THE ROAD AGAIN WHEN EVER YOU DECIDE TO ALLOW US, YOUR
ADORING FANS TO BE IN THE PRESENCE OF THE GREATEST ENTERTAINER ON THE FACE OF
THIS EARTH.
LOVE TO YOU FROM ME..........LINDA K. SLOAT
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Stargazer! You with your head in the Heavens...
by amethystlady2
Neil, thank you for being THE biggest part of my life...I first saw you in Red Rocks Park in Denver, and
you sang Stargazer, from the Beautiful Noise album...that became my cb handle...and then around
1998, it became my internet nicname...
You just "filled me up"-I know you didn't write that...with your music, your concerts. I wish I could have
been at either of your Hot August Night concerts, but I WAS there every time I listened to the first...and
now the NYC one.
Your music took me out of myself and into some magical places...
Haven't been able to see you in concert since 2002, when I took a friend of mine in a wheelchair to the
Pepsi Center...unfortunately, I had purchased seats on the floor...neither Kelly nor I got to see you-we
were way in the back, and of course, everyone stands at one of your concerts...Kelly is gone now, but I
am glad I took her with me as she was a huge fan of yours as well...Can't afford them now that I'm retired...(sob)...
I did see that my friend David got to meet you, his idol...David Sherry...
Thank you for all the fun and sad songs...thank you for being you...
And thank you for the Hot August Night DVD...
Mary Pat
ps I always told David Sherry you wrote the song "Oh Mary" for me...! GRINS
Loving Random Thoughts on Neil's 10 Favorites
by Diamond Frogette
After listening to Neil's 10 Favorites, recently released, I had these random thoughts:
Hello Again, Neil, I hope your Love is not on the Rocks. You have been Graced Amazingly. To your fans
everything is Cherry Cherry. Women all over America are changing their names to Sweet Caroline and
saying Play Me as they say they want to be Forever In Blue Jeans. Nothing could be better than to meet
you on a September Morn to the strains of Shilo playing in the back-ground. So Neil, stay well and
happy and keep us forever entertained with your incredulous Gift of Songs.
Neilfanforever, Neilhugs,
Joan & Glen Pitzer
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Life time dream comes true
by pickles
2008 year tour was a big thing for me. I heard it was your last tour and I was not going to miss a lifetime
dream of seeing you performing. Saved money and flew all the way to UK (1st time i have ever flown, let
alone out of Africa!) The money spent was well worth it. Now the DVD............Can't get it away from my
hubby. Keep well and keep on with the music.
Id thanked you
by Robinndfan
Before! BUT I still love this amazing cd! Great job Neil, you're voice is still sexy and blillant! THANKS so
much
Neil, by Vanessa
by Vanessa
The best gift of music.thank you Neil
Thank you Neil,
by beckala
Neil, thank you so much for this musical and performance masterpiece. You are the best!
By Beckala
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